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BACKGROUND 
Heatsource sued Bechtel Jacobs Company asserting claims for Breach of Contract 
and Fraud, Good Faith and Fair Dealing and restitution 
The Complaint was amended several times during the course of proceedings in the 
lower Court and considerable discovery was undertaken by the parties. The causes of 
action against BJC did not change except the amendment filed following the first 
Summary Judgment granted to BJC. The Court dismissed all of Plaintiffs causes of 
action by Summary Judgment. 
Rule 56 (Summary Judgment) provides in part: 
"(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion, 
memoranda and affidavits shall be in accordance with Rule 7. 
The judgment sought shall be rendered if the pleadings, 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party 
is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary 
judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the 
issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to 
the amount of damages." 
"On appeal from a grant of summary judgment the 
Supreme Court determines only whether the trial court 
correctly held that there were no disputed issues of material 
fact. Rules Civ.Proc, Rule 56(c). Hill v. Allred, 2001, 28 
P.3d 1271, 415 Utah Adv. Rep. 13, 2001 UT 16." 
"Appellate Court reviews district court's grant of 
summary judgment for correctness, according no deference to 
the court's legal conclusions, and accepting the facts of 
inferences in the light most favorable to the losing party. 
Rules Civ.Proc. Rule 56(c). Macris & Associated, Inc. v. 
Neways, Inc., 1999, 986 P.2d 748, 374 Utah Adv. Rpt 6, 
1999, Utah App. 230 rehearing denied, cert, granted 994 P.2d 
1271, affirmed 16 P.3d 1214, 410 Utah Adv. Rep. 11, 2000 
UT 93. Appeal And Error 863; Appeal And Error 934(1)" 
Reviewing the Reply Brief of Bechtel Jacobs we find that little or no evidence was 
offered in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment but rather, BJC has attacked 
Plaintiff on procedural grounds and attacked the credibility of Andrew Nelson, the owner 
ofHeatsource. 
The balance of this Brief will show that there are material disputed facts in this 
case that can only be resolved by the jury. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT! THE COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT NO GENUINE ISSUE OF 
MATERIAL FACT EXISTED IN THIS CASE DEEMING BJC'S FACTS 
UNDISPUTED. 
The Court entered two (2) summary judgments in favor of BJC. These are 
attached as Exhibit" A" and "B". When studied, it will be apparent to this Court, that the 
lower Court did not apply the well known rules of Summary Judgment to this case. 
"When reviewing a district court's grant of summary 
judgment, the appellate court views the facts and all 
reasonable inferences drawn therefore in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party." Wayment v. Clear 
Channel Broadcasting, Inc., 2005 116 P.3d 271, 523 Utah 
Adv. Rep. 29, 2005 UT 25 
Canvassing the two judgments, it is apparent that the Court did not consider any of 
the evidence presented by Plaintiff. Although the Reply Memorandum filed by 
Heatsource was before the Court, and the Court had before it and had reviewed the 
Deposition of Andrew Nelson, it chose to ignore all of the facts set forth by Plaintiff. 
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This was an abuse of discretion because clearly a case had been presented to the Court 
which could only be resolved by submission to the jury. The lower court abused its 
discretion. On example: 
"Since the production of the five-zone heater forms the 
basis of Heatsource5s first and third causes of action for 
Quantum Meruit and Unjust Enrichment, but also is entirely 
covered by, and within the scope of, the express contracts and 
subcontracts between BJC, DMP, DCS and Heatsource, as a 
matter of law, Heatsource's first and third causes of action 
fail. Heatsource's first and third causes of action are 
therefore dismissed with prejudice." (R. 910) 
The purchase order issued by DCS to Heatsource is attached as Exhibit "C". It 
never had a subcontract from DMP or BJC. This was for the first generation heater only 
and the facts show that a temperature of 650°C was ordered by BJC. The heaters failed 
when the temperature was tested by DMP at a temperature much higher than 650°C. All 
of the negotiations between BJC and Heatsource were verbal. Heatsource did not learn of 
the involvement of BJC until after the first generation failed and learned that BJC wanted 
a heater that would reach 800°C. 
A further example of error on the court below is contained in paragraph 3 of the 
Judgment R. 910: 
"The Court finds that the undisputed facts demonstrate 
that Heatsource cannot establish the requisite elements of a 
claim for fraud. Specifically, the Court finds that the 
undisputed facts show that Heatsource cannot demonstrate 
that any BJC representative made a false statement or 
misrepresentation concerning a presently existing fact or that 
any BJC representative knew such statement or representation 
was false." 
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The actual facts are diametrically opposed to the Court statement. When the so 
called "undisputed facts" relied upon by the Court and B JC are canvassed, it will be 
shown that fraud elements did exist. 
Further canvass of the two judgments will show that the Court did not consider any 
of the evidence presented by Heatsource. 
The Reply Memorandum filed by Plaintiff was before the Court and the Court had 
before it and reviewed the Deposition of Andrew Nelson, it shows all of the facts and 
disputed facts set forth by Plaintiff. This is abuse of discretion. 
The ruling of this Court in the case of Bluffdale City v. Smith, 2007 P.3d (2007 
Utah Appeals 25) stated in part: 
"The district court's discretion in enforcing compliance with 
rule 7(c)(3)(B) has been addressed in several cases decided 
under the former but comparable rule 4-501(2)(B) of the Utah 
Rules of Judicial Administration. This court in Fennell v. 
Green, 2003 UT App 291, 77 P.3d 339, relying on the 
supreme court's ruling in Lovendahl v. Jordan School District, 
2002 UT 130, 63 P.3d 705, held that the trial court did not 
abuse its discretion in deeming facts admitted due to 
noncompliance with rule 4-501(2)(B). See Fennell 2003 UT 
App 291 at f8; Lovendahl 2002 UT 130 at ]f50 ("[A]ll facts 
set forth in the movant's statement of facts are 'deemed 
admitted for the purpose of summary judgment unless 
specifically controverted by the opposing party's statement.'" 
(emphasis added) (quoting Utah R. Jud. Admin. 4-
501(2)(B))). 
Since then, the supreme court in Salt Lake County v. Metro 
West Ready Mix. Inc., 2004 UT 23, 89 P.3d 155, declined to 
accept, for purposes of summary judgment and appeal, the 
facts as stated by the defendant based on the plaintiffs failure 
to comply with rule 4-501(2)(B). In Metro West, the 
plaintiffs "opposing memorandum did not set forth disputed 
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facts listed in numbered sentences in a separate section." Id. at 
TJ23 n.4. However, the supreme court, in a footnote, ruled 
plaintiffs failure to comply with the technical requirements of 
rule 4-501(2)(b) to be harmless because "the disputed facts 
were clearly provided in the body of the memorandum with 
applicable record references." Id. Later, the supreme court in 
Anderson Development Co. v. Tobias, 2005 UT 36, 116 P.3d 
323, acknowledged that the trial court had discretion to either 
grant summary judgment for noncompliance with rule 4-501 
or to hear the motion on its merits. See id. at [^21 n.3 ("While 
the district court could have granted [the defendants'] motion 
for summary judgment on the basis of [the plaintiffs] 
noncompliance with rule 4-501, it exercised its discretion to 
address the motion on its merits....")." 
Neither of the Defendants in this case have reason to complain. They took the 
Deposition of Andrew Nelson and examined, cross-examined and over examined him on 
every conceivable point at issue in this case. It is important that this Court have before it 
the Deposition of Andrew Nelson and that it be considered fully. Every point attempted 
to be put across by Defendants is controverted by Andrew Nelson in his Deposition. B JC 
would nonetheless put forth, before the lower court and also this Court, alleged 
undisputed facts when it well knew that those allegations are controverted and clearly set 
forth in the Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment and in the Deposition of 
Andrew Nelson. The lower court should have picked up on those points, but it didn't. 
The lower court confused the issue of contract between BJC and Plaintiff and the 
purchase order between Plaintiff and DCS. The heaters contemplated by the purchase 
order were complete and delivered in compliance with the purchase order. Plaintiff had 
no further obligation under the purchase order . The lower court seemed to hold that the 
second generation heater was included within that initial purchase order. But there was 
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nothing in the purchase order to indicate that such is the case. The oral contract with BJC 
to produce the second generation heater for which BJC promised payment, is an entirely 
separate matter. That subject is not addressed in either of the lower court judgments. 
The lower court judgments thoroughly confuse the issue of restitution. If a jury 
finds from the evidence that BJC did not have an independent contract with Plaintiff to 
produce the second generation heater, still nonetheless, the lower court failed to consider 
the fact that BJC did get a heater that reached and held a temperature of 800°C as 
opposed to the 650°C heater contracted for by DCS. The lower court failed to grasp that 
subject and thereby allowed BJC to get something for nothing and relieved DMP of a 
substantial burden to produce a heater that met BJC expectancy. 
In the matter of summary judgment, the lower court is not given the right to weigh 
the evidence and draw conclusions of law there from but must only determined whether 
or not there is sufficient evidence presented to create a conflict that must be resolved by a 
jury. This lower court did not do. 
The balance of this brief will show material disputed fact in this case that can only 
be resolved by the jury. 
POINTIL DISPUTED FACTS. 
BJC claims that certain statements made by BJC are not disputed. These 
statements are numbered commending on Page 7 of the brief of BJC and Heatsource will 
show below that these facts are disputed: 
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Paragraphs 1-4 on Page 7 of BJC Brief are admitted except Heatsource was not a 
party to any of the agreements between BJC and DMP and to that extent the allegations 
are denied and disputed. 
5. The contract between BJC and DMP was a fixed price 
purchase order and the procurement package/specification was 
performance based. The cost of building the System and all of the 
equipment and components as required by the Spec, was within the 
scope of the contract and subsequent subcontracts between DMP and 
DCS, and then eventually DCS and Heatsource. (R. 334, 1066-67). 
Response: Disputed. The content is misleading. Heatsource had no knowledge of 
the involvement of DMP and BJC until after it completed the purchase order with DCS 
on manufacturing the heaters. This again is simply an argument of counsel and an 
attempt to tie Heatsource to the scope of a contract between DMP and BJC. There was no 
contract between Heatsource and those two entities until after the first generation heater 
failed. BJC produced no evidence whatsoever that Heatsource was in anyway tied to any 
contract between BJC and DMP for any specifications allegedly part thereof. 
Deposition Testimony of Andrew Nelson 14:10-24, 15:4-7. 
6. DMP subcontracted with DCS, and under that subcontract, 
DCS agreed to produce the heaters that were part of the System. DCS 
then sought out Heatsource which represented that it had expertise in 
preparing heater probes. In September 2000, DCS subcontracted with 
Heatsource, through a purchase order, for Heatsource to produce a five-
zone heater as part of the System. (R. 335, 1067). 
Response: Disputed for clarity. This is a statement of counsel and is not based on 
evidence. DCS did not subcontract with Heatsource. It did receive a purchase order, see 
Exhibit "C", attached. 
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7. Under its subcontract with DCS, Heatsource was required to 
produce the heaters for the System and the testing of the heaters was 
included in the subcontract between DCS and Heatsource. In fact, 
Andrew Nelson, the owner of Heatsource, testified as follows: ... 
Response. Disputed. The purchase order, Exhibit "C", does not require testing 
and the statement that there was a sub-contract between DCS and Heatsource that did 
require testing is false. Heatsource did test one heater for DCS, but this was an 
agreement reached after DCS refused to pay for testing, which would have been 
independent of the DCS purchase order. It was not until after the first generation heaters 
were delivered and tested, that Heatsource became aware of the involvement of DMP and 
BJC. See deposition testimony of Andrew Nelson 86:21- 89 attached as Exhibit "D". He 
also testified that the first time he ever met Herb Pollard or knew he had anything to do 
with this or that DMP was involved was at a meeting in Idaho Falls, Idaho after the first 
generation failure. 
8. The probe that Heatsource was to produce was described in 
section 2.5.2.4 of the original Spec, issued by BJC to DMP. Heatsource 
admits that it received and knew all of the Specs, contained in section 
2.5.2.4 except one related to a testing temperature. (R. 335-36, 1068, 
1446). 
Response. Disputed. Heatsource requested specifications from DCS, but these 
were never provided, Nelson Depo. 19:18-21, attached as Exhibit "E". Heatsource did 
not receive specification 2.5.2.4 until it was in the process of manufacturing the second 
generation heater in July, 2001. 
9. BJC's Spec, for the heat probe system never changed during 
the entire process. In fact, Nelson testified that he had reviewed the 
Spec, a few times in 2001 and explained: 
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Q. Did you ever see that [Specification itself change? The words [ on] 
those pages, those provisions, did those change at any time between the 
glimpses that you had? 
A. No, they didn't change. 
(R. 336, 1068, 1400). 
Response. Disputed. The fact is that Heatsource never saw the specification 
2.5.2.4 until after the first generation heaters were delivered and failed. Plaintiff does 
admit that the language contained in the specification may not have changed over the time 
of Heatsource involvement, but the temperature and test requirements did change and the 
second generation heater ordered by Rick Dearholt of BJC required an entirely new 
technology. (See the report of expert witness, Noel de Nevers attached as Exhibit "F"). 
See also page 208:1-14 of Nelson Depo. 
10. Neither DMP, nor any of its subcontractors, including 
Heatsource, ever asked for a change or modification to the Spec, 
despite the fact that Heatsource was told of these channels, the 
parties knew that requests for modifications could be made, and that 
there were multiple other modifications requested and approved 
throughout the process. (R. 336, 1068). 
Response. Disputed. This is another statement by counsel that is not supported by 
any evidence. The fact is that at a meeting with James Hylton (Bechtel Engineer) in May 
of 2001, at Idaho Falls, Idaho, at a time when the first generation heaters failed, that 
Hylton told Nelson to explore a new second generation heater involving U-bent 
Technology. See Nelson Depo. 171-175 attached as Exhibit "G". 
11. The work performed by Heatsource, including the new 
"solution" or "U bent" technology, was part of Heatsource's obligation 
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under its subcontract with DCS. (R. 1446). Heatsource admitted that the 
description of its work in its subcontract with DCS equally describes the 
"U-bent" heater and the non-U-bent heater. (R. 336, 1068). 
Response. Disputed. This is an attempt by BJC to tie the purchase order to the 
second generation heater. As noted in the Deposition of Andrew Nelson, the second 
generation heater was beyond the scope of the first generation heater. After failure, BJC 
demanded a heater reaching a temperature of 800°C rather than 650°C as required by the 
purchase order of DCS. 
12. Prior to the request for equitable adjustment, Heatsource 
never said that it would require extra compensation, that it would bill on 
a time and materials basis for the U-bent technology, or that the work 
would cost more. (R. 336-37, 1068-69, 1446). 
Response. Disputed. Both Dearholt of BJC and Pollard or DMP promised to pay 
Heatsource if it designed and developed a second generation heater using the U-bent 
technology that would reach and hold 800°C and to deliver the same the first week of 
August, 2001. These promises of payment were made at Idaho Falls, Idaho at the DMP 
plant. The heaters were manufactured and delivered to DMP in Idaho Falls; testing was 
completed; the units shipped to Oakridge, Tennessee and were used successfully in the 
Salt Melter Project. See Deposition of Nelson, 50-53 attached as Exhibit "H". 
13.The first time that Heatsource asked for additional money for 
its work was when it submitted the request for equitable adjustment to 
BJC through DMP as the party who had the direct contract with BJC. 
(R. 337, 1069). 
Response. Disputed. See Exhibit "H". 
14. BJC contracted with DMP to get a probe, and a probe is what 
was produced by DMP, DCS, and Heatsource. BJC accepted the System 
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on August 9,2001, and paid DMP $716,798 pursuant to the Contract for 
the production of the entire probe System and related work. (R. 337, 
1069). 
Response. Disputed. If in fact BJC paid DMP $716,798, then DMP failed to pay 
Heatsource for its work on the second generation heater. Heatsource produced the heater, 
but not the entire probe. The charges of Heatsource are substantially less then the amount 
claimed paid to have been paid to DMP. 
15. Heatsource did not have a direct contract with either DMP or 
BJC. (R.337, 1069). 
Response. Disputed. The Court will note that the citations R.337, 1069 do not 
refer to evidence. These are simply references to the argument of counsel for defendant, 
BJC. Furthermore, Heatsource did have a contract with both DMP and BJC for the 
manufacture of the second generation heater. From the Deposition testimony of Andrew 
Nelson testifying to the June 27, 2001 meeting - Nelson Depo. taken February 18, 2005, 
50:9-52:14: 
Following that meeting, Andrew Nelson met with Herb Pollard of DMP and 
Nelson had this to say: 
"Q. (By M. Benard) Did you have a contract with 
Bechtel Jacobs? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were the terms of it? 
A. The terms were that we were to - - to produce a 
heater that - - or a heater assembly that would allow a probe 
assembly to be tested to 800 degrees Centigrade and that was 
to be manufactured in our Salt Lake Facility, and Bechtel 
made provisions for - - for representatives to witness and 
oversee that." Nelson Depo. 242:11-21. 
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"Q. Herb Pollard told you that DMP was going to pay 
you, did he? 
A. We had specific discussions after that 27 meeting. 
I think Darin - - Darin was there - - was there and we were - -
as well, the administration of this and Herb, you know, 
emphasized the - - emphasized the team concept in making 
the - - the goals of Bechtel and joint goals of all involved at 
that point. And assured us that - - you know, assured me 
specifically that we would - - you know, working together 
both as a team to solve the technical issue and working as a 
team to get along with Bechtel's acknowledgement that we 
were going to - - we'd be compensated for our work." ." 
Nelson Depo. 67:11-68:1. 
*** 
"A. Yeah. But the - - you know, DMP was basically 
compiling an amount at the request of Bechtel, the charges 
sand submittal. So in answer to your question for the 
equitable adjustment, it was - -1 was never under the 
impression from either DMP or Bechtel that it was - - that we 
might not get paid. DMP and Bechtel both assured us that if 
we did a good job, that we would be taken care of. And by all 
indications, that was going to be true, you know, Bechtel was 
cutting a check." Nelson Depo. 69:3-13. 
"Q. Okay. So you said you were given very specific 
directions as to what to do and your specific directions were 
get something that works and get it done quickly? 
A. Correct." Nelson Depo. 71:21-25. 
"A. He said, we have to - - he said we have to have 
this unit. He referenced an August - -1 forget what the exact 
date was, early August, first week in August, a completion 
date. He told us to do everything - - whatever it took, do 
whatever it takes to make this happen, keep track of your 
time. And then Rob Szozia - -
Q. So he didn't say if you do this, you will get paid? 
A. Oh, absolutely he said - - he said - - he said keep 
track of your time and you'll get paid." Nelson Depo. 142:1-
13. 
* * * 
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"Q. Is there anything before that time, before the 
request for equitable adjustment, to indicate that Bechtel 
Jacobs knew - -
A. Sure. 
Q. - - that you were asking for extra payment? 
A. Sure. That - - that was squared away at the June 
27th meeting when he said build this, have it done by this time 
and we'll compensate you for your - - for your efforts." 
Nelson Depo. 205:1-10. 
"Q. But isn't that the unit what was the subject of 
DMP's and Bechtel Jacobs' contract? 
A. Not the - - no. The unit they were provided was 
required by their changing testing criteria to - - to exceed the 
capabilities and exceed the technology of- - of the original 
unit. So although written specifications did not change, the 
testing requirements did." Nelson Depo. 206:17-24. 
"Q. All right. Concerning the heater probes, you had 
no written contract with Diversified Metal Products at any 
time; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you believe that you had an oral contract with 
Diversified Metal Products at any time regarding the heater 
probes? 
A. No, other than they had taken responsibility to 
ensure that we were paid. 
Q. Does that--
A. In other words - -
Q. Does that deal with your testimony where you had 
been asked by Herb to submit your invoices by them so they 
could all be submitted together? 
A. No, I'm speaking specifically of early on. I mean, 
he had ensured that we would be - - you know, that we would 
review and, between the involved parties, figure out who 
would be paying for the bills." Nelson Depo. Vol. II 88:8-25. 
"Q. (By Mr. Benard) And you went back to this June 
27 meeting and brought up the "we'll take care of you" 
comment. 
A. When he said we would get paid, that's when he 
made the contract that we should develop the - - that we 
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should design, test and manufacture U-bent technology and 
that Bechtel would pay us for it." Nelson Depo. Vol. II 14:19-
25. 
16. Heatsource did not make a direct demand on BJC for 
payment, and instead Heatsource invoiced DMP for its work 
"performed during this period. . . for the Second Generation 
probe heaters for the Oak Ridge MSRE project." (R. 3375 1069). 
Response. Disputed. After the second generation heaters were accepted by BJC 
and the cost complied, Pollard told Andrew Nelson that his bill should be sent to DMP 
rather then directly to BJC because it would be paid more rapidly. Nelson Depo 69:3-13. 
17. When Heatsource and DCS, through DMP, sought an 
equitable adjustment to the Contract price, BJC properly and in good 
faith considered the request. BJC rejected the request for equitable 
adjustment, however, because there was no change in the Spec, to justify 
additional amounts. (R. 338, 1069). 
Response. Disputed. BJC did not approached this matter in good faith. To say 
that Heatsource could not be paid because the specification did not change is a ploy, it's a 
spin. Perhaps the literal language of that one spec, did not change, but the heat 
temperature changed several times during the course of the project. Note the Jim Hylton 
diagram where the temperature is set at 500°C (attached as Exhibit "I") and note also the 
engineering report of Bill Huxtable (attached as Exhibit "J") where the temperature is set 
at 650°C and note the DMP change in April, 2001 (attached as Exhibit "K") just prior to 
delivery of the first generation heaters (this spec, is different then a spec, that BJC is 
referring to). 
18. While DMP may not have liked the decision, DMP knew that 
it was within BJC's rights to deny the request for equitable adjustment, 
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and the grounds for denial were sound. Herb Pollard of DMP testified 
that he believed BJC did not act improperly. (R. 338, 1070). 
Response. Disputed. The record citations Pages 338 and 1070 are arguments of 
counsel and do not in any manner reflect the evidence in this case. They appear to 
reference depositions of personnel of DMP and DCS. They are merely paraphrases and 
not the actual testimony. If in fact DMP believes that BJC acted properly in the manner 
of the second generation heater, then is stands alone and must accept full responsibility 
for the damage to Plaintiff. Whatever personnel of DMP believed about the conduct of 
BJC is not material. 
19. Heatsource bases its fraud, contract implied in fact, and 
covenant claims three statements it claims were made by BJC 
representatives Rick Dearholt and Rob Szozda at a June 27, 2001 
meeting. The three purported statements were to the effect that the 
project had "become a research and development project," that if 
Heatsource does this work then BJC would "take care o f Heatsource, 
and that if Heatsource "do[es] this work, the money truck will be 
backing up to the building." These statements were purportedly made 
at the meeting at DMP on June 27, 2001, and not at any time before or 
after that date. (R. 338, 1070). 
Response. Disputed. The ground work for the statements made by Dearholt and 
Szozda of BJC was laid by their engineer, Jim Hylton, at a meeting at DMP in Idaho 
Falls, Idaho following the failure of the first generation heater. At lunch, Hylton urged 
Nelson to explore other technologies and that there were methods for people to be 
compensated for all the work they were doing. Nelson Depo. 173:1. This meeting 
occurred before the June 27, 2001 meeting. There was no work done in that regard 
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except for the shelf prototype that Heatsource tested and melted. This was taken to the 
June 27, 2001 meeting., Nelson Depo. 172-173, and taken by Dearholt to Oakridge. 
20. Nelson believes that Dearholt actually believed the purported 
statements attributed to him at the time he allegedly made those 
statements. And no one from BJC ever said that they did not intend to 
pay under the contract. (R. 339, 1073). 
Response. Disputed. See the Affidavit of Rick Dearholt, attached as Exhibit "L", 
wherein he states that he did not go out to Idaho Falls, Idaho to make his subcontractors 
rich. However, Nelson actually believed him when he said that he would pay for the extra 
work that Heatsource was about to perform. See also Exhibit "H". 
It may be inferred from the Affidavit that Dearholt did not have any intention to 
pay anyone. 
21. Heatsource began the alleged extra work it claims was the 
subject of the implied in fact contract in May 2001, prior to the 
purported statements made by BIC. Nelson testified that he began work 
on the "second generation" or "V-bent" technology in May 2001, 
without any promise from BIC of being paid for such work. (R.339, 
1445). Specifically, Nelson testified: 
Q. And so at that time, you undertook work that 
you believe was beyond the scope of your contract 
with DCS? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Without any promise of being paid for that 
work? 
A. Without a promise, I would say yes. 
Q. He never promised you that you would be 
compensated for your work at that time, did he, 
Jim Hylton? 
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A. No, he made no specific promise. 
Q. So between May 14th and June 27th, you 
continued to work on heat probes without any 
specific promise from Bechtel Jacobs that you 
would get paid for that work? 
Q. Yeah, I didn't have a specific promise. 
(R. 340,1070-71). 
Response. Disputed. See above. This testimony refers to the meeting with James 
Hylton where Hylton urged Nelson to explore the U-bent technology and that there were 
channels available for Heatsource to be compensated, but he did have an expectation that 
he would be paid and this is confirmed by Mr. Dearholt and Mr. Szozda at the June 27 
meeting in Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
22. The June 27, 2001 meeting was a status meeting on the 
progress that DMP and its subcontractors (DCS and Heatsource) were 
making on producing the heater probe system related to the contract 
between BJC and DMP. In fact, BJC was concerned that DMP was 
behind schedule and wanted to know the status and estimated date of 
completion. (R. 1071). 
Response. Disputed. This meeting was more than a status meeting. It became a 
meeting where the U-bent technology was accepted by BJC and Rick Dearholt of BJC 
told Nelson of Heatsource that BJC would pay for the extra work. The citation (R. 1071) 
is merely argument of counsel. 
23. Dearholt made clear at the meeting that this work related to a 
fixed-price contract, that the Spec, and heat requirement had not 
changed, and unless anyone present could show a substantial change to 
the Spec, BJC expected that DMP and its subcontractors would produce 
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the required heater probe system as contracted for between BJC and 
DMP.(R. 1071). 
Response. Disputed. Again, record 1071 is argument of counsel. If such 
statements were made, they were not made in the presence of Andrew Nelson. 
24. Dearholt explained to those present at the meeting that BJC 
did not have a preference regarding what process or technology was 
used, it just needed DMP and its subcontractors to produce the heater 
probe system pursuant to the Spec, and according to the contract 
between BJC and DMP. (R. 1071). 
Response. Disputed. Again, record 1071 is argument of counsel. Dearholt made 
the statement that BJC did have a preference regarding what process of technology that 
was used. It was the U-bent technology (see Deposition testimony of Nelson). BJC was 
demanding a heat parameter of 800°C as opposed to the 650°C that had been specified by 
DCS. 
25. At the meeting, Dearholt told Nelson that BJC did not have a 
contract with Heatsource, but that Heatsource's deal was with DMP or 
DCS, and if Heatsource wanted a new contract, it would have to look to 
DMP or DCS. (R. 1072). 
Response. Disputed. Again, record 1072 is argument of counsel. See Deposition 
testimony of Nelson 181:21-25: 
"I would - -1 would say that if somebody tell me to do 
something and he tells me 111 be paid, tells me to deliver it and 
build it and design it, that states a direct contract." 
26. At the meeting Dearholt stated to all those present that this 
project "was not going to become a research and development project." 
(R. 1072). 
Response. Disputed. Again, record 1072 is argument of counsel. 
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"Q. (By M. Benard) Did you have a contract with 
Bechtel Jacobs? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were the terms of it? 
A. The terms were that we were to - - to produce a 
heater that - - or a heater assembly that would allow a probe 
assembly to be tested to 800 degrees Centigrade and that was 
to be manufactured in our Salt Lake Facility, and Bechtel 
made provisions for - - for representatives to witness and 
oversee that." Nelson Depo. 242:11-21. 
27. Heatsource has admitted that there was no discussion with 
BJC about time and materials payment on June 27, 2001. (R. 1446). 
Response. Disputed. This was a research and development project and it was not 
possible to discuss the subject of time and materials at the June 27, 2001 meeting. BJC 
ordered a heater requiring new and different technology. See Nelson testimony quoted 
above. 
28. Heatsource has admitted that there was no discussion with 
BJC about time and materials payment on June 27, 2001. (R. 1446). 
Response. Disputed. See Nelson Depo. Testimony set forth above. 
29. BJC did not have a meeting of the minds with Heatsource, 
did not agree to any contractual terms related to the heater probe system, 
did not agree to different terms from the DMP contract related to price, 
costs of labor, costs of materials, quantity, who was to direct the work, 
how the work was to be performed, where the work would be 
performed, or how Heatsource would be paid. BJC did not, therefore, 
enter into a contract with Heatsource. (R. 1072). 
Response. Disputed. See testimony of Andrew Nelson set forth above. See 
Deposition testimony of Nelson 181:21-25: 
"I would - -1 would say that if somebody tell me to do 
something and he tells me 111 be paid, tells me to deliver it and 
build it and design it, that states a direct contract." 
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30. Heatsource alleged and admitted that its purported contract 
with BJC continued to change in terms even after the June 27,2001 
meeting, and without the participation of BJC itself, the supposed other 
party to the agreement. Nelson was asked if the June 27,2001 contract 
continued to grow, expand, and change terms throughout the two 
months that Heatsource was doing the work. His response was: "[w]ell, 
I think the objective of the-yes, I would say that it broadened and 
solidified." (R. 1072). In addition, Nelson testified: 
Q. Okay. So I guess I'm left wondering, then-a few 
minutes ago you mentioned that this contract continued to 
change— 
A. Sure. 
Q. -after June 27th? 
A. Right 
(R. 1072-73). 
Response. Controverted. The deposition evidence is that Terry Johnson, the 
designated agent of BJC, an employee of BJC sister company, visited the plant of 
Heatsource on several occasions and made suggestions about the heaters during the 
progress of the work, supervised the work and made changes. 
31. BJC and Heatsource had no discussions regarding when 
Heatsource would be paid for the alleged "extra work." 
Q. You discussed that term when you would be paid with a 




Response. Disputed. Heatsource would be paid within a reasonable time after the 
heaters were delivered the first week of August, 2001 and accepted by BJC. They were 
timely delivered, tested by BJC and successfully used in the Salt Melter Project. 
32. Nelson testified that BJC told him that it believed that 
Heatsource should be paid, but that payment should be from 
Heatsource's contracting party, not from BJC. (R. 339, 1073, 1308). 
Response. Controverted. See the Deposition testimony of Nelson attached as 
Exhibit "M". 
See also Affidavits of Rick Dearholt, R. 81 and R. 1274 (Exhibit "L") wherein he 
denies that he had any authority to make a contract with Heatsource and had no intention 
of making a contract on the 27th day of June, 2001. 
Rick Dearholt said that Heatsource deserved to be paid but not by BJC. He did not 
actually say that DMP should be the Payor. That is however, a logical conclusion. 
33. Heatsource's sole basis for claiming that the statements 
allegedly made by Dearholt at the June 27,2001 meeting were fraudulent 
is that Heatsource did not get paid what it later demanded. Heatsource 
provided no other facts to support its fraud claim. 
Q. Do you or do you not have any other facts that 
support this allegation other than what you've said 
which you believe is not being paid? 
A. No, I'm basing this on not being paid. 
(R. 339). 
Response. Disputed. The Affidavits of Rick Dearholt, R. 81 and 1274 states 
clearly that he had no intention of making a contract with Heatsource at the June 27, 2001 
meeting and no intention of paying for the extra work on the second generation heater. 
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He did not however state anything about those facts at the meeting, according to the 
testimony of Andrew Nelson, (see above). 
POINTIII. FRAUD CLAIM OF HEATSOURCE AGAINST BJC. 
Certain facts need to be emphasized under this point even though they may be 
cited in other areas of the Brief. 
Diversified Control Systems first contacted Heatsource. After numerous 
discussions DCS ordered heaters hat would reach and hold would be 650°C. Heatsource 
tested one heater at its expense and the results were forwarded to DCS, which showed 
that the heater maintained 650°C for the amount of time that DCS required. When the 
heaters were delivered to DCS in care of DMP, they were tested in open air, contrary to 
every spec, at a temperature far above 650°C and failed. At a meeting in May, 2001 in 
Idaho Falls, James Hylton, a Bechtel Engineer, urged Heatsource to explore a U-bent 
technology and indicated there were channels available where he would be compensated 
for the extra work. It was not until about that time, that Heatsource was informed that 
BJC wanted a heater that would reach 800°C. DCS did not invent the 650°C temperature. 
It came through BJC and this is confirmed by a report by Bill Huxtable, a BJC lead 
engineer, dated January 15, 2001 (attached as Exhibit "J") wherein he stated that the 
heaters would never exceed the temperature of 650°C. Heatsource was not supplied that 
document until just before the BJC Motion for Summary Judgment. The record in this 
case contains a drawing by James Hylton that shows the temperature of the heater to be 
500°C (Exhibit "I"). BJC relies upon the specification that mentions the temperature of 
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800°C. That specification is one prepared by DMP in April, 2001 that is different then 
the specification relied upon by BJC. BJC does mention that spec. The important fact is 
that Heatsource was never aware of the confusion in temperatures until after the first 
generation heater designed for 650°C failed. Rick Dearholt, a manager of projects for 
BJC, came to Idaho Falls, Idaho on the 27th day of June, 2001 because "DMP was behind 
on its obligations and had set backs and failures in preparing the probe system. The 
failure he mentions can only be the failure of the first generation heater. No where in 
either of his Affidavits filed in this action does he state anything about the changing 
temperatures of the heaters. When Dearholt came to Idaho Falls, Idaho on the 27 of 
June, 2001 he must have known of the temperature problem and the resulting failure. He 
would also have known that Heatsource performed on its contract with DCS and was 
paid. However, we must remember that neither DMP or DCS had the expertise to 
produce the heater. They necessarily had relied on Heatsource as did BJC. 
BJC developed a plan, however, where it would promise compensation to 
Heatsource if it could create a second generation heater reaching 800°C and deliver 
acceptable units by the first week of August, 2001. It never had any intention of paying 
Heatsource. It had every intention of curing a problem created by itself or by DMP & 
DCS by deceiving Heatsource and obtaining something for nothing. 
In his second Affidavit, which is filed in Support of the Motion for Summary 
Judgment, he must have known but makes no mention of the fact that the first generation 
heater was designed and tested to a temperature of 650°C as specified by DCS and failed 
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when tested to a temperature far in excess of 650°C. He must have known, but makes no 
mention of the fact that BJC engineer James Hylton was in Idaho Falls for an extended 
period before the June 27, 2001 meeting and he told Andrew Nelson to pursue other 
technologies and that there were channels available to compensate for the extra work. He 
must have known, but does not mention the 650°C heat temperature provided by DCS to 
Heatsource. He does not mention that 650°C temperature could not have just been 
picked out of the air. He must have known, but does not discuss the report of the head 
Bechtel engineer, Bill Huxtable (attached hereto as Exhibit "J"). He does not say 
anything about the fact that he took the U-bent prototype that he received at the June 27, 
2001 meeting, back to Oak Ridge with him and told Heatsource to produce that heater. 
Furthermore, he knew, but did not comment upon the following facts set forth in 
the deposition of Andrew Nelson: 
UQ. So based on your June 27 discussion with 
him and this telephone call, do you think at the time he 
made the statement, we'll take care of you, it was his 
intent that Bechtel Jacobs would pay you? 
A. I think absolutely. They needed a piece of 
equipment, they needed it fast." (Nelson Depo. 179:23 
- 180:4) 
Q. - - you knew that you did not have a direct 
contract with Bechtel Jacobs? 
A. I would - -1 would say that if somebody tell 
me to do something and he tells me 111 be paid, tells me 
to deliver it and build it and design it, that states a 
direct contract. (Nelson Depo. 181:19-25) 
Q. Was there any indication that the Bechtel 
Jacobs5 folks or DMP or DCS folks expected you to do 
this work as part of your contract with DCS? 
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A. No, in fact, we had already been paid for the 
probe at this point." (Nelson Depo. 182:13-18) 
Further, there is no question that he knew, but failed to comment upon the fact that 
BJC, DCS and DMP knew that the first generation heater was designed for 650°C at the 
initial meeting in Idaho Falls, Idaho. After problems developed with the heater, Andrew 
Nelson testified as follows: 
"Q. You just mentioned that you believe Jim 
Hylton told you on May 14th that the required heat 
temperature was 800 degrees Celsius? 
A. That he - - that they were attempting to test 
the unites to 800 degrees Celsius. 
Q. Okay. At that time did you tell him 
something to the effect of, no way, they have been 
telling me 650 degrees Celsius this whole time? 
A. Yes. Everyone at that - - Herb, Darrin and 
Jim Hylton at that point were told by me that the 
original - - that the units had been designed and tested 
to go to 650 and that anything beyond that is anybody's 
guess." (Nelson Depo. Vol. II, 100:24-101:11) 
Jim Hylton, the BJC engineer, was at that meeting and knew at that time that the 
first generation heater had been designed to the temperature of 650°C and not 800°C. 
That information would have been passed along to management personnel such as Rick 
Dearholt and Rob Szozda before the June 27, 2001 meeting. 
There is no question that if a jury accepts the facts as testified to by Andrew 
Nelson in his deposition, that commercial fraud has been shown. 
In 37 Am. Jur. 2d (Fraud and Deceit) §52 it is stated: 
"It is an act of fraud to purchase or obtain goods 
or services with a preconceived intention not to pay for 
them. To obtain goods on credit, intending not to pay 
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for them, is as much a trick or device as would be to 
falsely represent in words any material fact whereby 
the vendor would be induced to part with them." 
POINTIV. THE RESTITUTION CLAIMS OFHEATSOURCE AS SHOWN 
BY THE COMPLAINT AND AMENDED COMPLAINT ARE PROPER. 
The reply brief of BJC does not raise any new matter relative to the issues involved 
in this subject. Plaintiff therefore will rely on its initial brief in this regard. 
POINT V. VERBAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN BJC AND HEATSOURCE. 
In his Deposition, Andrew Nelson makes clear that he had a contract with BJC. 
"Q. - - you knew that you did not have a direct 
contract with Bechtel Jacobs? 
A.. I would - - I would say that if somebody 
tells me to do something and he tells me I'll be paid, 
tells me to deliver it and build it and design it, that 
states a direct contract." 
POINT VI. COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING. 
The Reply Brief of BJC does not raise any new matter relative to the issue of the 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Plaintiff therefore will rely on its initial brief in 
this regard. 
SUMMARY 
The factual evidence submitted by Plaintiff by way of the Deposition of Andrew 
Nelson and other matters shows the following: 
After much discussion, DCS issued a purchase order to Plaintiff to produce 20 
sophisticated high tech heaters. Prior to the issuance of the purchase order, Heatsource 
produced at least one of the heaters and tested it to a temperature of 650°C. This was all 
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verbal. Plaintiff was never supplied a written specification for heaters until after the first 
generation heaters failed. The heaters were delivered to DCS in care of its sister company 
DMP (with whom Plaintiff had no contact, in Idaho Falls, Idaho). Immediately the 
heaters were tested to a temperature far in excess of 650° and failed. 
After the heater failure, Andrew Nelson of Heatsource was requested to go to 
Idaho Falls to determine what had occurred. For the first time, he learned that DMP and 
BJC were involved. No one could make the first generation heaters reach a temperature 
of 800°C. It was then that Andrew Nelson met James Hylton, an Engineer for BJC, who 
urged Nelson to consider other technologies and that there were channels available to see 
that he was compensated. Hylton specifically mentioned the U-bent technology. Nelson 
returned to Salt Lake City and found that he had a shelf item with that technology and 
tested it. On the 27 day of June, 2001, he returned to Idaho Falls and first met Rick 
Dearholt and Rob Szozda of BJC. At that meeting, Andrew Nelson was requested to 
present alternative technologies to the group assembled, which he did. He also presented 
the U-bent heater to Rick Dearholt, who was very interested in that heater and told Mr. 
Nelson that if he could produce a heater such as that, that would reach and hold 800°C 
opposed to the 650°C as requested by DCS, that this would then become a research and 
development project and that Heatsource would be compensated accordingly. This was 
seconded by Rob Szozda who said that this would be "a miracle" because they were 
under extreme time constraints but that if it could be done that the money truck would 
back up to the building. 
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Heatsource did produce the high temperature second generation heaters as 
requested by BJC. These were tested and accepted and successfully used in the Salt 
Melter Project. At the time of the June 27th meeting, BJC had no intention of paying for 
the second generation heater and that when Heatsource presented its bill, BJC refused 
payment. It is apparent that either DCS made a mistake in requesting a heater of 650°C 
or BJC changed its mind following the report by Bill Huxtable and made a decision to 
demand an 800°C heater. Heatsource, of course, knew nothing of this. When the heaters 
failed, manager Rick Dearholt, went to Idaho Falls, Idaho to a meeting and Andrew 
Nelson was requested to attend. Dearholt had no intention of paying Heatsource, but 
promised payment if Heatsource could produce the second generation U-bent technology 
heater and deliver the same by the first week of August, 2001. Heatsource complied but 
BJC declined payment on the ground that it had a specification for an 800°C heater. He 
stated that Heatsource should be paid, but not BJC. This was a ploy. He never had any 
intention to pay Heatsource for its extra work but had every intention of getting the heater 
to meet a temperature (that was a moving target) without cost. That is commercial fraud. 
If the oral agreement and fraud claim fails, Heatsource is entitled to a jury verdict 
on its restitution claims. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this \/]_ day of June, 2008. 
GARRETT & GARRETT 
By: J?A*1AS^ tV\s 
Edward M. Garrett 
Attorney for Appellants 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
Brent Johnson, 7558 
Bryan K. Benard, 9023 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
60 E. South Temple, Suite 2000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1031 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
E & M SALES WEST INC., dba 
HEATSOURCE, a corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, and 
DIVERSIFIED CONTROL SYSTEMS, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. 
Third-Party Defendants, 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY 
Civil Action No. 020901874 
Judge: Robert K. Hilder 
AND RELATED CROSS-ACTIONS 
The motion for summary judgment by Defendant and Third-Party Plaintiff Bechtel 
Jacobs Company LLC ("BJC") came on regularly for hearing before the Honorable Robert K. 
Hilder on the 21st day of November, 2005, at 3:00 p.m. Plaintiff E & M Sales West Inc. dba 
Heatsource ("Heatsource") appeared through its counsel of record, Edward M. Garrett of Garrett 
& Garrett. Defendant and Third-party Defendants Diversified Metal Products ("DMP") and 
Diversified Control Systems ("DCS") appeared through their counsel of record, Kevin D. 
Swenson of Suitter Axland. BJC specially appeared by its counsel of record, Bryan K. Benard of 
Holland & Hart LLP. 
The Court having read and considered the moving papers and evidence in support of 
BJC's Motion for Summary Judgment, as well as the opposing papers, evidence and affidavit of 
Heatsource, and the reply memoranda and evidence submitted by BJC, and furthermore, having 
conducted oral argument related to the same, and being now fully advised, 
HEREBY FINDS AND ORDERS: 
1. Based on Heatsource's failure to comply with the requirements of Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure Rule 7, as well as Heatsource's failure to controvert the evidence submitted by 
BJC to support its undisputed material facts, the Court finds that there are no genuine issues of 
material fact and accepts as undisputed, the material facts set forth by BJC in its moving papers. 
2. BJC's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted with respect to Heatsource's first 
and third causes of action in the Amended Complaint for Quantum Meruit and Unjust 
Enrichment respectively. The Court finds that these claims are identical and are equitable in 
nature, such that they may only be brought in the absence of an express contract over the subject 
matter of the underlying work performed. The Court finds that the undisputed facts demonstrate 
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that BJC contracted with DMP for the production of a probe system, a part of which included the 
creation of certain five-zone heaters. DMP then subcontracted the production of the five-zone 
heaters to DCS. In turn, DCS then subcontracted the specific production of the five-zone heaters 
to Heatsource. Consequently, the Court finds that the work performed by Heatsource related to 
the production of the five-zone heaters was subject to, and within the scope of, the express 
contracts and subcontracts involved. Since the production of the five-zone heater forms the basis 
of Heatsource's first and third causes of action for Quantum Meruit and Unjust Enrichment, but 
also is entirely covered by, and within the scope of, the express contracts and subcontracts 
between BJC, DMP, DCS and Heatsource, as a matter of law, Heatsource5 s first and third causes 
of action fail. Heatsource's first and third causes of action are therefore dismissed with 
prejudice. 
3. BJC's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted as to Heatsource's fourth cause 
of action in the Amended Complaint for fraud. The Court finds that the undisputed facts 
demonstrate that Heatsource cannot establish the requisite elements of a claim for fraud. 
Specifically, the Court finds that the undisputed facts show that Heatsource cannot demonstrate 
that any BJC representative made a false statement or misrepresentation concerning a presently 
existing fact or that any BJC representative knew such statement or representation was false. In 
addition, the Court finds that the undisputed facts demonstrate that Heatsource cannot show the 
required detrimental reliance on any purported statement or representation made by a BJC 
representative. Accordingly, since Heatsource cannot establish the requisite elements of a fraud 
claim, and has not created a genuine issue of material fact or otherwise controverted the evidence 
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submitted by BJC as undisputed, BJC is entitled to summaiy judgment as a mattei of law 
Ileatsource's fourth cause of action is theiefoie dismissed with prejudice 
4 BJC's Motion for Summaiy Judgment is gianted as to Heatsource's second cause 
of action in the Amended Complaint foi bieach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing The Court finds that the pleadings befoie the Court as well as the undisputed facts 
piesented by BJC, establish that Heatsouice has not pled, and does not have, a direct contract, 
eithei expiess 01 implied with BJC Consequently, since no duect contiact has been property 
alleged between BJC and Heatsource, theie is no implied covenant of good faith and fan dealing 
piesent between Heatsouice and BJC Moieover, Heatsource has not identified any actions on 
the part of BJC that could even potentially violate an implied covenant, even if one existed 
between the parties Indeed, the undisputed facts which have not been controverted by 
Heatsouice show/ that BJC has not acted in bad faith with respect to any potential implied 
covenant claim Consequently, BJC is entitled to judgment as a matter of law on the second 
cause of action Heatsouice's second cause of action is theiefore dismissed without prejudice, as 
a limited opportunity exists for Heatsouice to perhaps plead a claim for bieach of the implied 
covenant as discussed below 
5 The Court giants limited leave to Heatsource to file a Second Amended 
Complaint to asseit a duect contiact implied in fact claim against BJC The Court further grants 
leave to Heatsouice to plead an implied covenant claim 1 elated to such implied m fact contract 
claim, if the covenant claim asserts a bieach of the covenant beyond alleged nonpayment under 
the purported implied in fact contiact and that is dnectly related to the alleged expiess promises 
made The Court does not giant leave to allege any othei claims Heatsouice is to file the 
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Second Amended Complaint within 20 days from the hearing on the Motion for Summary 
Judgment which was held on November 21, 2005. 
Approved as to form: 
Edward M. Garrett 
Garrett & Garrett 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT ,cU u'StrJct 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
E & M SALES WEST INC., dba : 
HEATSOURCE, a corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and 
DIVERSIFIED CONTROL SYSTEMS, LLC, 
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Defendant Bechtel Jacobs' ("BJC") second Motion for Summary Judgment 
was argued to the Court on November 27, 2006 Edward M. Garrett appeared 
for plaintiff, Bryan K. Benard and Jennifer L. Lange appeared for BJC, 
and Kevin Swenson, counsel for the Diversified parties, was also present, 
but did not argue Following argument, the Court took the matter under 
advisement. 
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I> Issue for Decision 
Whether plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint should be dismissed, 
as a matter of law 
II. History of Proceedings 
This matter has been pending before the Court for about four years, 
and has had a fairly convoluted history Confining this discussion to 
the controversy between plaintiff ("Heatsource") and BJC, the following 
history is important to an understanding of the Court's Ruling at this 
time. 
The c^se arises from a series of contracts and subcontracts, 
originating m BJC7s agreement with the federal government to complete 
an environmental cleanup project m Tennessee BJC contracted with 
Diversified Metal Products, which m turn contracted with Diversified 
Control Systems, the general subject matter of which contracts was 
production of
 a heater probe system Diversified Control Systems ("DCS") 
in turn entered into a contract with Heatsource, memorialized by a 
purchase order, for production of a five-zone heater that would be a part 
of the heater probe system. 
After discovery m this matter, BJC's first Motion for Summary 
Judgment wa% heard by the Court on November 21, 2 005, and m an Order 
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entered December 8, 2005, the Court dismissed Counts 1 and 3 (quantum 
meruit and unjust enrichment), along with a fraud claim, which is not at 
issue m any way m the present Motion In addition to dismissing the 
unjust enrichment/quantum meruit claims (which BJC argued and the Court 
agreed amounted to the same claim) , m an abundance of caution this Court 
gave plaintiff leave to file a Second Amended Complaint, which Complaint 
was specifically limited to any claim for contract implied m fact, and 
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
I suggest that the Order allowing amendment was an abundance of 
caution, because BJC had argued persuasively that plaintiff may not 
assert equitable claims under the general rubric of unjust 
enrichment/quantum meruit, if the subject matter of the claim is covered 
by a contract or set of contracts As part of this Court's ruling of 
December 8, 2005, I found that contracts did, m fact, exist covering the 
subject matter of plaintiff's claims against BJC 
Nevertheless, I allowed the amendment m the event plaintiff could 
show that BJC had, through its conduct, entered into a separate and 
distinct contract with plaintiff for additional or separate work related 
to production of the heater 
As a necessary part of my earlier ruling, I accepted BJC's position 
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that plaintiff had utterly failed to comply with Rule 7(c)(3)(B), Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, insofar as plaintiff did not specifically 
identify and restate BJC's statement of undisputed facts, and even where 
plaintiff claimed factual disputes, m virtually every instance those 
statements were not supported by citations to the record In addition, 
plaintiff relied heavily on an Affidavit of Andrew Nelson BJC properly 
asked the Court to disregard that Affidavit, because it came subsequent 
to Mr Nelson's voluminous deposition, and it was inconsistent with or 
contradicted deposition testimony I am not sure that I expressly ruled 
that the Affidavit should be stricken, but it was inherent m my prior 
ruling that plaintiff had failed to adequately rebut at least the first 
28 claimed undisputed facts asserted by BJC and at this time I make clear 
that the Nelson Affidavit submitted in 2005 should be stricken 
III, Discussion 
The gravamen of plaintiff's present claim is that BJC requested work 
from Heatsource that was more than originally contemplated, and that the 
work Heatsource did, and for which it was apparently compensated, was 
defective, if at all, because BJC changed the specifications, 
specifically, BJC required a tolerance to 800° celsius, rather than 650° 
celsius, which was indisputably a number provided by DCS verbally to 
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Heatsource 
The critical issue for the Court at this time is whether plaintiff 
has identified any admissible evidence that would controvert BJC's 
position that a contract implied m fact was never created by the conduct 
of these two parties A significant portion of the argument on November 
27, 2006, was spent distinguishing contract implied m law from contract 
implied in fact. As the fairly plentiful case law on the topic makes 
clear, this is a distinction which is not always analyzed as precisely 
as it should be See, Davies v. Olson, 146 P 2d 264, (Utah App 1987) 
In fact, plaintiff's claims I and III in its prior version of the 
Complaint: essentially alleged contract implied m law under the two names 
unjust enrichment and quantum meruit They were, accordingly, 
duplicative, but they were dismissed primarily because the Court found 
that a contract (indeed, a network of contracts) existed and recourse to 
a contract implied m law, which is not really a contract at all, but 
merely an equitable means to prevent unjust enrichment 
Contract implied m fact is clearly a different creature from 
contract implied m law As the Utah Court of Appeals noted m Davies, 
contracts implied m fact are "no different than express contracts, 
although different m mode of expressing assent " Id at 269 (citing, 
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A Corbm, Corbm on Contracts § 18 (1963)) The elements of a contract 
implied in fact are (1) the defendant requested the plaintiff to perform 
work, (2) the plaintiff expected the defendant to compensate him or her 
for those services, and (3) the defendant knew or should have known that 
the plaintiff expected compensation See, Id , and P A D D v Graystone 
Pines Homeowners, 789 P 2d 52, 57 (Utah App 1990) 
Based on the foregoing, fac^d with BJC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, it is incumbent upon plaintiff to present evidence of each of 
the foregoing elements I must conclude that plaintiff has not done so 
First, plaintiff is fairly limited m its options, having already 
admitted, by failure to properly controvert, numerous facts that go to 
the heart of the issue Even if, however, plaintiff had properly 
controverted the facts previously alleged by BJC, plaintiff identifies 
a very sparse factual landscape to support its claim That is, 
plaintiff's own facts, including deposition testimony that I have 
reviewed again (Andrew Nelson), makes it clear that Heatsource started 
working on an alternative heater m May and June of 2001, before they had 
even met directly with BJC, and certainly before even Heatsource claims 
that any promises were made 
The critical meeting at which BJC claims words and conduct evinced 
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a contract implied m fact occurred on June 27, 2001, m Idaho 
Plaintiff's best case argument is that it had representatives present at 
a meeting, which was also attended by BJC and the two Diversified 
entities A significant topic was the failure of the heater to function 
at a required temperature Plaintiff claims that statements by BJC 
representatives, including something to the effect that if a product is 
produced and functioned as required, BJC would back up the money truck 
While BJC denies that the comment was ever made, that denial would merely 
set up a dispute, but not one that is material to my determination of any 
issue before the court 
To summarize, based on already admitted facts, the work performed 
by Heatsource was part of its obligations under its subcontract with DCS 
Heatsource admitted that the work it was required to do under its 
subcontract with DCS equally describes work for "U-bent" heaters and non-
U-bent heaters, which is one of the distinctions now being urged 
Heatsource never claimed that it was billing on a time and material basis 
until it submitted a request for equitable adjustment, which was not done 
until weeks after the work was done In other words, Heatsource has 
essentially admitted that there was no discussion of time and materials 
payment on June 27, 2001, and its admission of a request for equitable 
\QUU 
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in the present matter. 
Referring specifically to the elements of a contract implied in 
fact, I do not find any evidence that the defendant requested the 
plaintiff to perform the work. It is reasonable to determine from the 
evidence that, at some point, Heatsource desired BJC to compensate for 
the work that it considered to be additional, but the evidence does not 
support that Heatsource had any such expectation at the time of its sole 
conversation with BJC (June 27, 2001) and the evidence does not support 
that the final element existed; namely, that BJC knew or should have 
known that Heatsource expected compensation. The only evidence 
appropriately in the record supports BJC's position that it expected 
performance from Heatsource and all other contractors and subcontractors 
under its fixed price contract. 
For the foregoing reasons, BJC's Motion for Summary Judgment be and 
hereby is granted, and plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint against BJC 
is dismissed. No further Order is required. 
Dated this _day of November, 2 006. 
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adjustment does not argue for a contract implied m fact On the 
contrary, it is significant evidence that Heatsource never thought it had 
a contract and was merely seeking an additional payment to which it was 
not otherwise entitled To the extent Heatsource is claiming a defective 
or deficient temperature specification, that is a claim that must be 
addressed, if at all, within the express contractual framework United 
States v. Spearin, 248 U S 132, 39 S Ct 59, 63 L.Ed 166, 1918 U.S 
LEXIS 1700 (1918). 
After carefully reconsidering all of the applicable case law, I am 
persuaded that both contract implied in law and contract implied m fact 
theories are barred if enforceable contracts exist covering the same 
subject matter. (See cases cited m BJC's opening memorandum, which 
cases address both branches of quasi contract P.A.D.D 789 P 2d 52, is 
an example addressing contract implied m fact) Accordingly, for this 
reason alone BJC's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. In 
addition, even if a contract implied m fact may be considered m a 
circumstance where a contract or set of contracts exists, for example, 
if the subject matter of the contract implied m fact is sufficiently 
separate from the work at issue m the enforceable contracts, I find no 
evidence creating a genuine and material dispute that such was the case 
EXHIBIT "C" 
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A. Exhibit 1? 
Q. Exhibit 1, the Amended Complaint? 
A . Gotcha. 
Q . Paragraph 7. 
A. What page is the paragraph on. 
Q. Page 3. The second sentence of that 
says, "All contact between plaintiff, DMP and 
its agent, DCS, was in Salt Lake County, State 
of Utah and all work required by the purchase 
order was performed in Salt Lake County, State 
of Utah." You wouldn't agree with that 
statement as you sit here today, would you? 
A. As far as, let's see the --
Q. Let me ask you a different question. 
You testified earlier you met with Darin and 
Todd in May and July of 2000, prior to the time 
the PEO was issued, and that both of those 
meetings took place in Boise; is that correct? 
A. Well, the -- we had a meeting in 
Boise, that is correct. 
Q. All right. You also testified that 
the first time you ever met Herb Pollard or knew 
he had anything to do with this or that DMP was 
involved is when you met in Idaho Falls; is that 
correct ? 
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Q. Okay. The first time you knew 
Bechtel Jacobs had anything to do with this is 
at a meeting when you were in Idaho Falls, 
correct ? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. All right. You mentioned, when you 
were talking about the testing that the DMP and 
DCS were doing in Idaho Falls, that you didn't 
like the way they were hanging that from the 
crane and trying to test that in open air? 
A. Right. 
Q. Did you ever tell them to change 
that? 
A. I told them it was a bad idea. 
Q. How was that different than the test 
you performed, an open-air test in Salt Lake? 
A. The -- it was different in that we 
used a very controlled method for ramping the 
unit up and monitored internal temperatures and 
basically ramped the unit. In other words, we 
fettered the power to reach the -- the specified 
temperature. The -- my understanding from my 
conversation with John Weeks was that they --
they just simply applied full power. 
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1 Q. You don't know if that's how they did 
2 it or not because you weren't there? 
3 A. That's what he said. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. That's what he said. 
6 Q. All right. So did you make 
7 recommendations on how the testing should be 
8 done and changes to be made? 
9 A. The -- as far as --
10 MR. GARRETT: Can we get some basis 
11 for that, time, place, present, so I can --
12 Q. (By Mr. Swenson) At any time, but 
13 you can answer the question yes or no and we can 
14 get the foundation. 
15 A. Did we ever --
16 Q. Did you, you personally. 
17 A. I never set testing requirements. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. The -- the -- I did give input to 
20 both -- to all parties involved about the 
21 destructive nature of the testing they had 
22 planned on doing and basically informed them 
23 that if, in fact, they tested the units in that 
24 manner, they would -- they would not survive any 
25 J transportation or disassembly or movement. So 
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to expose those units to the those extreme 
temperatures would ensure they wouldn't be 
usable at their ultimate destination. 
Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 
DIV-08 and 9. Do you see that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that a document that was prepared 
by Heatsource? 
A . It is . 
Q. And do you see that that is the same 
information that was used for issuing the PEO 
from DCS to Heatsource? 
A. Yes, except that the -- that the test 
results were provided in reference to this 
particular --
Q. The test results were provided in a 
different document, weren't they? I mean 
there's no question the test results were 
provided? 
A. Yes, they had the test results for 
these things. 
Q. But the part number and 
information --
A. Yeah. I guess what I am saying is, 
yes, this was provided to DCS. 
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EXHIBIT "E" 
1 A. Absolutely. 
2 Q. And you 'have a specific recollection 
3 of doing that as you sit here? 
4 A. Yeah, absolutely. We -- in fact, I 
5 have in my notes standard questions that we 
6 asked concerning processing information, what 
7 temperature we were going to run at, what's the 
8 max temperature, what's the normal operating 
9 temperature. Typically we calculate heat 
10 requirements. In this case -- in this case, I 
11 believe it was Darin informed us that their 
12 customer -- and he didn't divulge who that was, 
13 but he said that his customer had already 
14 calculated the heat requirements, so we didn't 
15 need to do that and they were giving us 
16 specifics on mechanical sizing -- and let me get 
17 a drink here -- and parameters. 
18 Q. All right. So it's fair to say that 
19 you never relied on the specifications at any 
20 time if you never saw them? 
21 A. Correct. And there was a -- there 
22 was a great deal of movement in the -- in the 
23 information that we were -- that we were getting 
24 as far as sizing, even physical sizing of the 




1416 Bulla Ave. 
Salt LakeOly. Utah 8^102 
801-581-6024 
Fax 803-585-9293 
Noel dd\!evers@ Utah edu 
June 29. 2006 
M}. Edward M. Garrett 
Gai rett and Garrett 
2091 East 1300 South, Suite 201 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 
Dear Mr. Garrett 
As 37ou requested. I have reviewed the documents you provided concerning the 
Heatsource vs Bechtel-Jacobs litigation, and hereby piesentmy findings. 
Documents reviewed 
In addition to the discussion with you and Mr. Andrew Nelson in my office on April 20, 
and our phone discussions, I have consulted the following documents: 
Affidavit of Andrew Nelson, dated August 24,2005 with exhibits A through G 
A larger version of the drawing that forms Exhibit D of the Affidavit 
Pages 7 and 8 of "Technical Specification, Salt Melting and Processing Probe 
System", Rev. No. 01,01/21/00 
Pages 1 through 30 of "Technical Specification, Salt Melting and Processing 
Probe System", Rev. No. 02,12/08/00 
Diversified Metal Products, Inc. Procedure Test Plan, Revision B, 4/27/01 
E-mails between James Maupin (Bechtel Jacobs) and Herb Pollard (Diversified 
Metal) dated 5/22/01,7/24/01, 7/26/01, and 8/6/01. 
Simple history 
Based on these documents and on discussions with you and Mr. Nelson it appears 
certain that 
] -In the summer of 20(50 MK Nelson agj-c^ to produce high temperature healers 
for a salt-melting probe for Dive3\sH:ied CO'JIK)) Systems. 
2-Mr. Nelson pjoduced and tested a piototypchealej based on verba) 
specifications. He thai received a purchase older 03J 3 3/3 7/00 for four sue)) 
heaters and delivered them in May 2003. 
3-Eased on tests of these heaters MJ. Nelson prepared a revised design arjd 
delivered the revised heaters 333 August 2003. 
4-A contract dispute occurred over payment for the seco3id set of heaters and the 
cost of developing them. That dispute is the basis of tins lawsuit 
The differences between the two sets of heaters 
The fixst set of heaters were tested to a heater temperature of 650°C satisfactorily, 
but were not satisfactory at healer temperatures of 700°C. The revised heaters functioned 
satisfactorily at 800°C. 
To make the new heaters suitable for the higher temperature, Mr. Nelson made 
the following changes: 
1-The brass body of the heaters was replaced with a higher-melting point copper 
body. 
2-The split sheath, calrod-type heating elements (4 per zone, 375W each) were 
replaced with U-shaped calrod-type heating elements (2 per zone, 750W each). 
3-The different heaters reqnired different machining of the metal body to 
accommodate them. 
4-The different heaters required different electrical connections. 
I consider these changes to be substantial and not trivial. 
Conflicting specifications and test procedures 
According to Mr. Nelson, he designed, built and delivered the heaters based on 
the verbal descriptions provided to him, and only saw tire written descriptions, drawings 
and specifications as a result of pre-trial discovery in the lawsuit 
The various specifications and e-mail discussions reveal that: 
1-Some of the specifications call for the probes and their heaters to be tested 
while immersed in water, others while immersed in air. 
2-1 be specifications indicate that the pjobewhJ be subletted to 65()°C molten 
salt 
3-1 he live independent healers wei e specified to have powei inputs of at least 
3 500 \V for the lower heater and ] 200 W foj the upper A heateis 
4-T)ie heateis weie specified to be capable of sustained full-powej operation at 
800°C ior at least 1000 horn s. with the piobe immejsed in watei. With the sheath 
lempeiatuie at least 650°C l i n e is presumably ixnhng waier at a tenipejatuie of 
100°C 
Based on the available documents it is not cleai or certain what specification Mr. 
Nelson was lequired to meet in the first set of heaters he designed., fabricated and 
delivered. Based on his testimony,, the second, modified set he delivered met all of these 
specifications. 
Conclusion 
Mr. Nelson designed, fabricated and delivered two sets of heaters, which, were 
substantially diffeient in mechanical and electrical configuration, in response to what he 
understood were two different specifications. There is no evidence in the documents I 
have reviewed thai the lirst set of heaters he delivered did not meet the specifications that 
were verbally given to him. 
Respectfully submitted 



























exploring an -- an issue. I know that we're out 
of scope. I've voiced that -- I voiced that to 
all involved, as far as I'm concerned were way-
out of what I had initially done. So I'm 
operating basically in a goodwill fashion to --
for somebody to pick up the ball and figure out 
what it was that they -- exactly what they 
wanted there. 
Q. So no one told you they were going to 
pay you for that work between whenever in May 
you think the statement was that -- this new 
task was given to you and June 27th? 
A. I didn't have a specific -- I didn't 
have a specific commitment from anyone, any 
individual. 
Q. You said you had an expectation. 
What was that expectation based on? 
A. That we had quoted, tested and 
provided a heater that was meant to go no hotter 
than 650 Centigrade. And that heater had 
been -- and that we were now being asked to 
investigate technology involved to -- to take an 
unassembled probe to 800 degrees Centigrade. 
Q. Who did you tell that that work was 
out of the scope of your contract with DCS? 
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A. Herb Pollard knew. 
Q. How did he know? 
A. I told him. 
Q. What did you tell him? 
A. I showed him the test information and 
I said, hey, we built this for 650 max. And 
that's what we tested to. We tested to a worst 
case -- worst case condition. And I had told --
I had told Darin and Darin was focussed on this 
multi zone test concept versus the -- versus the 
temperature. And I had -- I had also told Jim 
Hylton. 
Q. You told Jim Hylton this additional 
work is outside the scope of my contract with 
DCS? 
A. I told him the original units were 
designed at 650 max. 
Q. Did you tell him this additional work 
that youfre asking me to do is outside the scope 
of my agreement with --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- with DCS? 
A. Absolutely. And in fact, he took me 
to lunch in Idaho Falls, a little burger place 
down the street there. 
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1 MR. SWENSON: Jim Hylton? 
2 THE WITNESS: Jim Hylton. And we 
3 discussed -- we discussed the application a 
4 little bit and discussed that a company named 
5 delta M, who he mentioned that his son-in-law 
6 worked for and --
7 Q. (By Mr. Benard) Okay. But Jim 
8 Hylton was - -
9 A. Absolutely. 
10 Q. The work was outside the scope? 
11 A. We discussed -- we discussed that, 
12 you know, the work that was being performed and 
13 he said, well, you know, they have a -- you 
14 know, channels for these things to be -- to be 
15 addressed. You know, we need to figure out what 
16 we're going to do and run it up the flag pole. 
17 So he didn't make a specific commitment, but 
18 he -- but he -- he certainly -- he certainly 
19 encouraged us that there was -- there were 
20 methods for people to be compensated for all the 
21 work they're doing and responsiveness to their 
22 needs and the --
23 I Q. And he used those words? 
24 | A. -- importance of the project. 
25 I Q. He used those words that your just 
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describing now? 
A. I'm paraphrasing. 
Q. Did he explain to you that DMP or 
others could request a modification to the 
purchase order between Bechtel Jacobs and DMP? 
A. No, no. He wasn't - - we didn't. 
Q. So these channels that he explained 
to you, channels for taking care of this, he 
didn't explain to you that the proper channel is 
to present a modification of the purchase order 
when the work was going to be changed? 
A. We didn't -- we didn't discuss in 
detail. I think there was question at that time 
whether -- there was some question at that time 
between DMP and DCS as to what -- what the spec 
said, what the testing requirement said, is 
the -- is the -- Herb Pollard testified that the 
test requirement was written by him, not by 
Bechtel's 800 degree Centigrade thing. So when 
Bechtel embraced that, it was a change, 
absolutely a change. And it's --
Q. In your mind because you never at 
that time had seen the specification? 
A. Well, absolutely, in my mind. I had 
tested and provided data for 650 Centigrade 
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1 here. But in any -- in any -- from any vantage, 
2 testing a completed probe to 800 degrees 
3 Centigrade is certainly different than testing a 
4 probe immersed in water. 
5 Q. Did you know that DMP had requested 
6 five or six modifications to the purchase order 
7 contract between Bechtel Jacobs and DMP. Did 
8 Darin ever tell you about those modifications? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Have you ever charged anyone else 
11 close to an 80-percent profit when you've 
12 invoiced the work you've done for them? 
13 A. It would depend on our invoice 
14 I definition of profit. 
15 Q. You suggested earlier that your 
16 stand-alone is around 30 percent, but it depends 
17 on the format. And we discussed how your 
18 increase from 131,000 to 229,000 in this case is 
19 a significant 70- to 80-percent profit margin? 
20 A. Yeah. 
21 Q. Have you done that to anyone else? 
22 A. I don't -- I don't think that number 
23 represents an 80-percent profit margin. I know 
24 I there's other factors that were -- that were 
25 | extended to Bechtel under the guise of quick 
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EXHIBIT "H" 
A. June 27th meeting. Up until that 
point, we had been asked by -- by Bechtel, 
ultimately via Jim Hylton and Terry Johnson was 
in the picture at that point, to -- to determine 
limiting factors of the original design and what 
would be necessary to either modify that probe 
or design a new probe that would meet this 
this new spec of 800 degrees Celsius. 
The -- at the June 27th meeting, I 
had with me a sample of a U-bent design probe 
that had a brass slug in the unit similar to the 
original design. This slug was similar in 
material makeup to the original -- to the 
original unit. This unit had been tested and 
had actually melted -- the brass slug had 
actually melted because of the temperature that 
we were driving the unit to and there may have 
been a little bit of -- since that was a 
prototype unit, it may have been a little loose 
in the boring process. The unit was about half 
disfigured and caved in. You can physically see 
that the unit had become molten and that the 
actual heater component was still intact and 
operat ional. 
We brought that into the -- I was 
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asked in the meeting to provide alternative 
technologies or approaches to reach this 800 
degrees Centigrade testing goal. And I 
presented a few different aspects. One was an 
axial approach where we -- where we zoned 
different units in a nonuniform method, which 
they didn't like. They wanted a stacked zone 
configuration. We talked about the U-bent 
technology and we also talked about an impeded 
heating method that they weren't necessarily 
comfortable with. And Rick Dearholdt was very 
excited about this slug that we had there to the 
point where he said would it be all right if I 
took this back to Bechtel, this clearly shows 
that we've transitioned from a design build to 
an R&D mode on this -- on this project. And I 
said, "Gosh, do you really want to take it back, 
it's melted?" 
And he said, "Well, this shows the 
temperatures we're achieving." And he then 
placed emphasis on how critical this project 
was. The timing had absolutely been met and 
that -- and that -- they were -- they were 
comfortable with the U-bent approach and they 
wanted us to do whatever it took to meet that --
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that August shipping deadline. And he said, 
"Keep track of your time, don't get carried 
away with" -- "don't get carried away with 
overhead and profit charges, and we'll" --
"we'll see that you guys get taken care of." 
And then Rob Szozia reiterated that, he said 
specifically -- I remember this very clearly 
because it threw me on my heels, he said, "What 
we're asking for in here is a miracle, with this 
time schedule and the" -- "and the production 
schedule we're asking for." And he said 
specifically, "If you can make this happen, the 
money truck will be backing up to the 
building." 
Okay . 
So I would - -









-- amount of time? 
After that meeting, Darin and I and 
Herb had a discussion and apparently, according 
to Herb, Rick Dearholdt had reiterated that we 
simply needed to keep track of our time and 
materials and not -- you know, don't run the 
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bill up, but we would be compensated for -- for 
our effort s. 
Q. Okay. Let me show you a document 
that we've identified before as a Bechtel 
Jacobs' document, lots of zeros and a seven. 
A. Freshen my water. 
Q. Sure. This is a document that you 
prepared, is it not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's your signature on the bottom 
of that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does this, in fact, represent the 
additional cost you incurred in coming up with 
the U-bent technology or second generation 
heating probe? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the total amount on that is 
$131,576? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Do you see on there that 
quantity for engineering is 720? 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. Is that a yes? 
A. Yes. 
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EXHIBIT "I" 
1/4" OD stainless steel 
tube stub (4" long) 
Healer 1 Thermocouple (K) 
Heater 2 Thermocouple (K) 
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1 0 Purpose of Calculations 
After the final operations of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) in 1968, fuel and flush salts 
from this unique nuclear reactor were gravity-drained and stored in three tanks in the dram tank cell of 
the basement of Building 7503 at Oak Ridge National Laboratories Prior to fluonnation, these salts 
must be restored to their original chemistry by hydrofluormation Hydrofluonnation will eliminate a 
fluorine deficit in the salts that developed from radiolytic-dnven volatilization of fluorine (F2) and 
uranium hexafluonde (UF6) during 30 years of storage Following hydrofluonnation, the uranium fuel 
in these stored salts will be volatilized by fluonnation as UF6 The UF6 will be recovered in large cold 
traps for rapid short-term storage, and then will be slowly transferred to small NaF traps in the 
Reactive Gas Removal System (RGRS) for removal from the MSRE Separate campaigns shall be 
done to volatilize the uranium from the stored salts in each of the three tanks in Bldg 7503 at the 
MSRE Following fuel volatilization, the residual salts will be transferred to salt storage cans by 
pressurizing the salt tank headspace 
Hydrofluonnation for the stored fluorine-deficient salts in drain tanks at the MSRE is a complex 
process to model involving mass transfer, a chemical reaction, and a moving solid-liquid interface 
The chemical reaction in the liquid phase is very rapid and the reaction known to be limited by mass 
transfer in the gas phase which is unusually for bubble reactors Bench scale experiments are the 
norm for designing bubble reactors and computer simulations alone are rarely trusted The 
hydrofluonnation of the stored MSRE salts is no exception and there will be a heavy reliance on past 
experience and little toleration for experimentation, especially for processing a molten nuclear fuel 
Up until present, little consideration has been made with respect to the design of the gas sparger tip 
for hydrofluonnation, but the original single orifice design departs from past MSRE and standard 
industrial practice It is the purpose of this report to develop an improved sparger tip design that more 
closely reflects standard industrial practice and past operational and bench scale testing Where 
appropriate for molten salts, existing state-of-the-art correlations from the literature will be used to 
support the new sparger tip design 
2 0 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 
Thorat et al (1998) and other authors have shown that sparger design significantly affects bubble 
reactor performance if the low submergence depth (H) over tank diameter (D) ratio is about 1 or less 
During MSRE fuel salt hydrofluonnations, the H/D ratio will vary from 0 25 to 0 60 so the single orifice 
sparger tip design must be reexamined Instead of discharging downward into the molten salt through 
a single orifice, a new sparge tip is designed that distributes gas flow laterally out six 3/16" orifices 
This new design is similar to the MSRE fuel processing tank sparger which had a 1" pipe and four 1/2" 
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holes equally spaced on the tube periphery The cross sectional area of the holes is about 90% of the 
pipe feeding the sparger tip in both designs A 75% HF conversion during hydrofluorination testing by 
Williams (1999) was based on using a 1/8" OD tube submerged about 4", so the new tip should give 
similar excellent performance given the greater submergence of a foot or more If HF conversion is 
maximized, hydrofluorination run times, HF gas consumption, and adsorber requirements will all be 
reduced Although it is difficult to predict the degree of performance enhancement provided by the 
new sparger tip, the improvement is predicted to be substantial, and the improved design is more in 
step with standard industrial practice for bubble reactor design In general, Kumar et al (1976) 
observed that as long as the type of gas distribution used was the same in larger and smaller columns, 
the diameter of the column had little effect on holdup and, therefore, on mass transfer which is related 
to holdup 
Gas flow inside the probe is laminar, and gas pressure drop through the probe is a negligible 0 1 torr 
At most, the tip of the sparger tip will be cooler than the original probe due to the insulating effect of 
added metal but only by about 56°C and less during nominal operations If desired, increasing the 
recommended probe temperature during initial penetration from 650°C to 700°C can easily 
compensate for insulating effect but this is not necessary Feed gas entering the sparger tip is 
estimated to be close to the measured probe temperature at the tube/heating element interface In 
fact, the inner tube in the probe will be hotter than probe surface temperature of the probe, because it 
is better insulated Therefore, the gas temperature entering the sparger tip and salt will be very close 
to the measured probe tip temperature The amount of heat consumed by heating the feed gases at a 
full 30 slpm feed rate is fairly minor, only about 400 watts. However it is recommended to keeping 
unwetted probe heating elements during hydrofluorination at the same temperature as the tank head, 
or 400°C, as this will preheat the feed gas and minimize cooling of the lower portion of the probe 
3 0 Planned Sequence of Hydrofluorination Operations 
Past bench-scale experiments by Williams (1999a, 1999b) have studied hydrofluorination of reduced 
molten salts and pool melting of molten salts but not both simultaneous Before attempting to 
hydrofluonnate the fluorine deficient fuel salts stored in the fuel dram tanks (FD-1 and FD-2), it is 
planned to hydrofluonnate the flush salts in the fuel flush salt tank (FFT) at the MSRE This operation 
will give the MSRE operators valuable experience in processing these salts and allow the operators to 
hone their procedures prior to the more crucial fuel salt processing The goals of hydrofluorination are 
to 
* Restore the original salt chemistry by eliminating the fluorine deficiency in the salt that is due to 
years of radiolytically driven decomposition of the fuel salts, 
* Operate safely with respect to ALARA, criticality safety, and industrial hygiene, 
* Not to corrode the vessel surfaces by more than 1 mil during hydrofluorination, 
* Minimize total processing time, and 
* Engineer operations to be as simple and as inherent safe as feasible 
The scope of this current discussion will be limited to hydrofluorination operating factors impacting 
sparge tip design With this in mind, the preliminary hydrofluorination of the MSRE salts will be 
performed as follows 
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1 Preheat entire tank to 400°C with the external tank heaters and hold this temperature several 
days 
2 Turn the bottom tank heaters to manual to maintain heat input but keep the upper tank heaters on 
automatic set at 400°C 
3 Heat the first (bottom) element of the probe to 650°C and allow it to penetrate the salt 
4 When the first element is full immersed, the power to the first element will be increased to 1800 
watts 
5 The second element will be heated to 650°C and penetration will continue until both elements are 
fully immersed at which time the power to the second element will also be increased to its 
maximum of 1500 watts 
6 Gas flow will commence once both elements are submersed using a zero corrosion gas feed 
developed in the baseline study of hydrofluonnation The gas feed will be proportional to the 
estimated amount of liquid created based on the sensible heat capacity and heat of fusion of the 
salt This gas feed rate will be set so the gas flux is identical to that when the salt is fully molten 
(i e Q/A is constant 2 3 slpm/ft2) The Cratl0 of the feed gas (PHF2/PH2) will be set at or below 0 04 
7 When the wall thermocouples indicated the salt has melted at the wall, the gas flow will be 
gradually increased to the full delivery rate 
8 For the fuel salts only When the salt is melted at the vessel wall at the level of the probe tip, the 
HF concentration may be gradually increased to up to 12% while keeping the Crat,0 of the feed gas 
at or below 0 6 
9 The operation will be held at thjs point until at least 50% of the fluorine deficit of the melted salt is 
estimated gone or until the HF conversion drops If the HF conversion drops off substantially, it 
indicates that the deficit in the pool was overestimated and appropriate adjustments should be 
made 
10 The third element will then be heated to 650°C and the probe will be inserted another 6" The 
insertion rate will be as slow as the initial rate and if the temperature of the tip starts increasing, 
the insertion will be put on hold until the temperature drops back to the full immersion temperature 
prior to insertion This prevents the probe tip from becoming blocked by solid salt Once fully 
inserted the power on the third element will be increased to a full 1500 watts 
11 The operation will be held until the salt is melted below the probe tip again Then the fourth heater 
will be set at 650°C and then the probe inserted another 6" Once fully inserted, the power to the 
fourth element will be increased to 1500 watts (Probe temperature will always be limited to below 
650°C to prevent heater failure ) 
12 Probe depth will continue to follow the wall temperature and/or thimble temperatures until fully 
inserted as planned with the provision that it not proceed until about 50% of the fluorine deficit 
(best estimate) is eliminated 
13 When the thermocouple on the tank bottom indicates the salt has melted to the bottom, the entire 
tank will be heated to about 650°C and hydrofluonnation continued until the HF conversion begins 
to drop 
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14 The feed of fresh gas will be stopped and the gas in the drain tanks will be recirculated until the 
HF conversion drops to zero for a few hours 
15 Helium/hydrogen gas flow will be restored and HF will be purged from the system in preparation 
for fluorination 
There are obviously additional details about this process but this detail is more than sufficient to 
understand the impact on sparger operations The initial insertion strategy used is that recommended 
by Williams (1999a) The goal was to try to minimize the fluorine deficit at each stage of 
hydrofluorination so as to minimize the amount of solids in the melt However, it has been concluded 
in the baseline study that the molten salt is best kept in fluorine deficit for good HF conversion and 
minimum operating times The solids in the salt should not create any operating problems based on 
past observations by Williams and Toth as discussed in the baseline hydrofluorination study With this 
operating scenario in mind, the design of the sparger tip can now be discussed 
4 0 Modeling Approach and General Assumptions 
These calculations originated from a thorough review of the literature on bubble columns All 
calculations were performed using MathCad 2000 run on a Micron 200MHz PC running Windows NT 
4 0 Given that most calculations were developed for aqueous bubble column reactors, an effort was 
made to find correlations that are applicable to molten salts To assure success, based on past MSRE 
operations and tests, it was concluded that the sparger tip should be similar to earlier sparger tip 
designs Therefore, the resulting design is very close to prior designs and is sound on that basis 
The gathered correlations support the design but are not crucial to its successful operation given the 
successes of past operations The design approach taken was as follows 
1 Design a sparger tip that distributes gas through radial holes that have a cross sectional area 
similar to the original design 
2 Calculate mole average mixture gas properties 
3 Estimate the process feed gas pressure drop and temperature entering the tip of the gas sparger 
4 Estimate the gas hold up in the molten salt at a 30-slpm maximum gas feed rate 
5 Estimate bubble size as a function of gas flow in the original and the new gas sparger tip 
6 Predict the bubble column flow regime for the new probe based on an estimate of the transition 
void fraction 
7 Estimate the tip temperature based on conduction heat transfer in comparison to the original 
design 
The following fundamental assumptions are fairly simple and are conservative 
1 Molten salt temperature during hydrofluorination is 500°C 
Explanation During hydrofluorination the actual melt temperature will stay close to the melting point 
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until essentially all the salt has melted The melting point of the reduced salts has a fairly wide range 
but because the chemistry of the melt is being corrected by fluonnation as the melt progresses, the 
temperature of the melt should be close to the original melting temperature This melt temperature 
during melting should stay below 500°C At the end of hydrofluonnation, the entire vessel temperature 
will be increased and any residual deposits will be dissolved and hydrofluonnated By the time the 
temperature has reaches 600 to 700°C in each storage tank, all the salts will have been restored to 
their original chemistry 
2 Molten salt properties are close to those reported by Thoma (1971) for fuel salt 
Explanation The density and surface tension of molten fuel salts are calculated based on a summary 
by Thoma (1971) It is assumed that these properties are essentially identical to the melt properties 
for the current stored salts The accuracy of the property correlations was reported to be 1% for liquid 
density, and +30%/-10% for surface tension 
3 Gas properties are a function only of temperature and pressure and are ideal 
Explanation In the bubble reactor, up to about 12% of the gas is HF, which can react and form 
hydrogen This change in composition will reduce gas volume as the gases rise and react in the 
molten liquid The change in composition will result in smaller bubbles, but only slight smaller, than 
predicted for an unreactive gas Therefore, the property change is judged negligible compared to 
other uncertainties inherent in these calculations Given the high temperature and low pressure, ideal 
gas properties are very reasonable to assume 
4 The dissolved gas is distributed evenly through the salt 
Explanation The solubility of hydrogen or HF in the salt could be slightly higher in the bottom of the 
tank where the total pressure is higher than the surface of the tank However, the sparging 
establishes a circulation loop with gases and the liquids on the surface will move outward and down to 
the wall of the tanks to the bottom Therefore, given this liquid circulation there will not be a significant 
HF or hydrogen concentration gradient in the molten salts 
The ranges of equation applicability and other assumptions are discussed within the calculations 
below 
5 0 Improved Sparger Tip Design Calculations 
To date, the sparger tip design had not been analyzed according to Spencer (2000) and Williams 
(2000) The basic opinion is that the original design will work and is the simplest possible The 
original design of the sparge tip was to have a single 0 493" orifice that delivers gas straight down the 
center of the probe and into the liquid This design is shown on Diversified Metal Products Drawing 
MA-5 rev 0 This design may work but there are no data to predict or support its performance 
Although we do not want to over engineer the sparger tip, there are rules of thumb and data that 
suggest the design can be improved with respect to mass transfer and improved liquid mixing 
Improved mass transfer translates into shorter run times and less HF waste Improved mixing reduces 
sedimentation and is directly related to gas hold up For a mass transfer limited chemical reactor, 
maximum hold-up corresponds to maximum mass transfer 
The theoretical concerns about the original design include 
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1 Bubbles will be large because the gas will tend to pool at the sparger bottom and break off 
chaotically 
2 Large bubbles will mean reduced mass transfer and, therefore, lower HF conversion especially 
when the pool is shallow (H/D)<1) for this mass transfer limited process 
3 Liquid and gas flow will be violent near the probe with a narrower bubble plume, maximizing probe 
corrosion 
Past practice and practical considerations suggest several additional problems with the original design 
that include 
4 Operating the probe near the tank bottom is not possible because it may corrode the tank and dip 
tube 
5 The hydrofluonnation study by Williams (1999b) used only a 1/8" tube for sparging which would 
produce smaller bubbles 
6 The original design is different from the prior MSRE fuel salt sparger that distributed the gas radially 
through 4 Vz diameter holes in the side of the probe (see Drawing M20794RF001D5) 
7 Traditional bubble reactor design directs the gas flow upward, which results in smaller bubbles 
8 Gas flow could be blocked whenever the probe hits the solid-liquid mterface creating an 
undesirable gas back pressure 
According to Spencer (2000), Hermes (2001), and Williams (2000), sparger tip design had not been 
considered at the time they left the project It is not clear the original design will not work adequately 
Some design advantages are listed below, but it will be shown that none of these are of great import 
1 A short heating path to the bottom of the sparger maximizes the tip temperature and, possibly 
improves the rate of penetration 
2 The process gas will not cool the tip as much as the revised design 
3 The larger sparger tip hole may, in some respects, be less likely to plug than smaller holes 
Camarasa et al (1999) provides a good discussion of bubble reactor flow regimes and bubble 
formation Figure 1 from Camarasa et al (1999) shows the two flow regimes can exist in a bubble 
reactor homogeneous and heterogeneous Bubbles are smaller and more uniform in homogeneous 
than heterogeneous flow resulting in better mass transfer By discharging downward, large bubbles 
may form under the probe tip resulting in heterogeneous-like flow in the melt near the tip The 
modified sparger tip will be shown to produce a more homogenous bubble regime Figure 2 from 
Camarasa et al (1999), shows there are three types of bubble formation separated bubbles, chain 
bubbling and jet regime Transition Reynolds numbers in the molten MSRE salts will be different than 
for water-air shown in Figure 2 As gas flow increases bubbles become larger and eventually gas jets 
form To obtain the best performance of a bubble column, Heijnen, J J and Van't Rief, K (1984) 
have found it is desirable to operate in the chain bubbling regime The kinetic energy of the gas 
entering the tip has a larger role in bubble formation in the chain bubbling regime, which means that 
lateral gas discharge will be more like the classical vertical upward discharge most studied in the 
literature 
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Gaddis and Vogelpohl (1985) produced an excellent theoretical model of bubble formation from a 
single orifice that fits the data well. The bubble diameter is function of gas buoyancy, momentum and 
pressure. All three of these factors must be maximized to create smaller bubbles. With the original 
sparger tip design, gas buoyancy is the same but it will not contribute to bubble formation at the orifice 
because it will work to keep the gas at the sparger tip and flow up the side to the probe. Gas 
momentum is canceled by the buoyancy force and again will encourage the formation of larger 
bubbles. Gas pressure will not be high in this operation but sufficient to force the gas into the pool. 
The larger bubbles that form will chaotically form and will break up as they rise. Without any 
momentum to carry the gas from the sparger tip, the sparge gas will tend to stay close to the probe. 
The improved sparger tip design is shown in Figure 3, which addresses the shortcomings to the 
original sparger tip design. The subject of the remainder of the write up is to compare the original and 
improved sparger tip design and determine the functional differences. 
Based on the experiments by Williams (1999b), the temperature of the melt will be within about 10 to 
20°C of the melting point but the melting point will be higher for the reduced salts than the original 
salts. For design purposes, a melt temperature of 500°C will be assumed. The probe temperature will 
initially be between 650°C and 750°C based on the pool melting experiments by Williams (1999a). 
The sparge gas (30 slpm) will enter the sparger top at about 25°C and will warm as it passes through 
the heating elements in the end of the sparger. 
To establish bubble size as a function of gas flow in the sparger time, the pressure and temperature of 
the sparge gas entering the tip needs to be established. This will also tell us how much the process 
gas will cool or heat the tip during operations. This would also help us to know the initial temperature 
of each of the four elements should be to not cool the sparge tip if this cooling might prove significant. 
The initial pressure of the gas at the sparge tip was estimated earlier based on the static head of the 
liquid and should not exceed 1200 torr as taken from the MSRE Fuel Salt Disposition Project process 
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Figure 1. Bubble reactor flow regimes. 
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Figure 3. Improved sparger design sketch. 
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The heating of the process gas as it passes through the sparger tube will first be considered. The 
temperature of the tip of the sparger will be no less than 650°C and may be a high a 750°C. 
Higher gas flow rates will require more heating to increase gas temperature. Ideally, the gas 
temperature entering the sparger tip should be close to the temperature of the bottom heated 
element. To determine how much the process gas heats as it passed through the inner pipe of 
the sparger the properties of the gas must be established. 
t g i n := 298K p g j n := 1200torr 
t„_0Ut:=923.15K 
Vg^out + tgjn) 
lmean • 
tmean = 6I0.575K 
Gas temperature and pressure entering the 
sparger tube 
Gas temperature leaving the sparger tube is 
650°C (est.) (worst case) 
Mean film gas temperature 
Rgas := .08205 
atm-liter 
mole-K 
kJ := 10 J 
M W H F - (1.0079+ 18.998^- gm 
mole 
Gas constant and unit definition 
Molecular weight of HF, H2, and He 
MWH2 - 2-1.0079- gm 
mole 
MW H e := 4.0026 gm 
mole 
XHF := . 1152 
XH2-.0212 
xHe := 1 - XHF - XH2 *He = ° - 8 6 4 
Mole fraction of HF in process feed entering 
sparger taken from CAJ-02MSRE-A003 
Mole fraction of H2 in process feed 
Mole fraction of helium in process feed 





Average molecular weight of feed gas 
tsld := 273.15K pstd := 760torr Qstcj := 3a Standard temperature, pressure and flow 
mm 
, Pstd ^ ' 
Qact(t,P):=Qstd'i 




Actual gas feed rate as a function of 
pressure and temperature 
Velocity of gas in a pipe as a function to 
temperature, pressure, and pipe diameter. 
P(t,p) MW-p 
Rgas'* 
Ideal gas density of feed gas entering the 
sparger tube 
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The pure gas viscosities are taken from Hewitt (1990) 
for the reference temperatures and are plotted in 
Figure 2 along with a parabolic spline fit. The 
parabolic extrapolation does a good job of 
extrapolating gas viscosity outside the temperature 
range of the data. 





HH2(0 := mteTp(pspline(Tref^H2pure)»Tref,MH2puic>0 I^H2(298.15K) = 8.92x 10 
HHF(t) : = i^terp(psp^e(Tref,^HFpure)JTref>}IHFpureJt) ^ H F ( 2 9 8 . 1 5 K ) = 1.25x 10 
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CpHe(0 : = interp(pspline(Tref,CpHepure)»Tref,CpHepure A CpHe(298.15K) = 5.2 
CpH2(t) := interp(pspline(Tref,CpH2pure)»Tref,CpH2purc .t) CpH2(298.15K) = 0 892 






Fig.3 Spline fit of gas heat capacities 
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^He(298 15K) = 0 1 5 — 
mK 
?vHe(t) = interp(cspline(Tref)AHcpUre),Tref, A.Hepure > *) 
>^H2(0 = interp(csplme(l
 ref, >^H2pure), Trcf > ^H2pure > 0 
X\if(t) = interp(csplme(Tref,XHFpure)JTref>^HFpure>t) ^HF( 2 9 8 15K) = 0 026 
Fig 4 Spline fit of gas thermal cond 
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The heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the pure gas that will be used during 
hydrofluonnation are plotted m Figures 3 and 4, respectively, along with a cubic spline 
interpolating fit. The cubic spline fit does a good job of extrapolating these properties 
outside the temperature range of the data. 
Calculate the mole averaged properties of the gas mixture at the mean film temperature: 
M t ) <= XHF'HHF(t) + *H2'HH2(t) + *He HHe(0 Hm(tgjn) = l 8 5 5 l 0 ~ ' N ' — 
m 
CpmO) =• *HF CpHF(0 + *H2'CpH2(0 + xHe CpHe(t) Cpm(tg_m) = 4 677-kgK 
/ \ w 
^m(t) '= *RF A-HF(0 + *H2 ^H2(0 + *He ^Hc(0 ^m(tg ,nj = 0 4 3 6 — 
^tubeid = 0.493-m ^ of 3/8" sch. 40 inner sparger tube from 
Diversified Metal Products Drawing MA-5 
rev. 0. 
Re(t,p,d) := p ( - t , p ^ v ^ t j P ? d ^ d Reynolds number of gas in a tube 
HmW 
p
 g = p (lg.in. Pg_m) P g = 0 375-
vg = v(tg_in>Pg_inJdtubcid) vg = 2 805-
kg Density of gas in entering heated section of 
~T sparger tube 
Reg_ in:- Re(tg_m, p g m , dtubCid) Reynolds number entenng heated section. 
Reg_m= 709.795 
Gas entering the heated section of the sparger tube is clearly laminar (Re<2100). Is it still 
laminar assuming it heats to 650°C? 
R e g J o t = Re(tg_out>Pgjn.dtubeid) ^g_hot = 322 053 
The sparge gas flow regime is even more laminar after heating. 
Next, calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the gas inside the center probe gas feed tube. 
To calculate the heat transfer coefficient the Peclet number, Pe, and Nusselt, Nu, numbers will 
be stated as functions of the property data above. 
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L := 6-in Heating element length at probe bottom 
A :=7i-dtU5eicj'L 
A = 9.293in2 
Area of heating element 
Pe i n:- Pe^tjpe^jpg m7dtubeidj 
Pe i n= 117.223 
Nu(t,p,d):= 3.66 \f | Pe(t,p,d)— I > 100 
1.61.|Pe(t,p,d).-
Mean Nusselt number correlation for 
forced laminar convection inside tubes 
with an isothermal surface temperature 
from p. 2.5.1-2 of Hewitt (1990) 
h(t,p,d):=Nu(t,p,d). U t ) Mean heat transfer coefficient 
A preliminary calculation of the heat gain by the gas may now be calculated in the first 6" 
section of heater pipe can be performed assuming mean film temperature. 
Q '•- ^mean'Pgjn'dtubeidj'Avg^out ~ tmean) 
q = 269.995W 
Qstd'MW 
™gas:~ T 
2 2 . 4 - ^ 
mole 
At " q A t S ' - . r U 
- 4 kg 
mgas=1.296x 10 — 
At AAA AlOk" 
x L\\o — fiHAZyiS. 
Total heat transferred by forced 
convection (preliminary) 
Gas mass flow rate 
Preliminary evaluation of the gas 
temperature increase assuming a 25°C 
feed gas entering the bottom heating 
element. 
The preliminary estimate indicates that the feed gas temperature will significantly rise. Now a 
more formal approach with be done following the method given by Ginielinski beginning on 
page 2.5.1.1 of Hewitt (1990). Several new variable names are used for simplicity of 
expression. One more adjustment will be made to the calculation. The elements above the 
bottom element will be preheated at 500°C as was done by Williams (1999a). This helps 
prevent probe corrosion at and above the liquid level was observed in earlier studies. Also, it 
keeps the feed gas from cooling the end of the probe where the heat is most needed for 
melting salt. 
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p - Pg_in tw : - tgj}Ut 
d:=dtubeid t i n :=773 15K 
Guess values for the unknowns are set: 
^ ^ =60QK Atjm =t! mean 
tg ~ tfnean Cpmean - Cpmvmean) 
Given 
tout + tin 
q = h(tg>p,d).A.Atim 
(lw ~ tmj - (tw - tout) 
At j 
In 
tw - tm "* 
*w "~ tout ^ 
q = mg^ Cpm e a n ^tout - tmj 
CpmWdt 
-pmean 
p is pressure; tw is wail temperature; d is the 
center tube ID, tjn is the inlet temperature to the 
6" heating element 
tout is the temperature of the gas leaving the 6" 
heating element (guess); Atjm is the log mean 
temperature difference between the tube wall and 
the gas in the 6M section of pipe (guess); t
 g is the 
mean gas temperature In the 6" section (guess); 
and Cpmean is the mean heat capacity of the feed 
gas when heated from the inlet to outlet gas 
temperature (guess) 
Heat gam by forced convection 
Heat gain of feed gas 




V Atlm J 
:= Fmd(tg> tout , Cpmean , q, AtIm) Solve the above equations numerically 
Results: 
tout = 891.034K tg=832,092K 
At lm=76.484K Cpmem = 4.699 
kJ 
q = 7I.764W 
B000S87 
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The gas temperature rises very quickly, so that in only a six inch heated section the gas 
temperature will rise from 500°C to 618°C when the probe tip temperature is set at 650°C 
Because the inner pipe is more thermally insulated, the wall temperature of the feed gas pipe 
will actually be higher than the temperature measured by the thermocouples which are at the 
inside of the outer pipe Also, conduction of heat up the probe will aide in preheating the 
entering gas as well It is interesting to note that the feed gas will remove about 20% of the 
probe output at full flow (30 slpm) if the upper elements are not preheated and only about 4% 
when they are preheated Now that it is established that the gas temperature entering the 
sparger tip will be hot, there is no concern of any substantial cooling of the tip To the contrary, 
it will be shown that the gas should actually heat the improved sparger tip although this effect 
will be minor 
The outlet temperature now climbs to about 620°C which is only 30°C below the element set 
temperature of 650°C The subscript "o" below signifies a single orifice in the sparger tip 
Po =P 
t 0 = 923 13<C 
d 0 = - i „ 
A U A 2 
4 
"holes = 6 
QactQo'Po) 
AQ nholes 
U 0 = 10 013 m 
Feed gas pressure in orifice of the 
sparger tip is essentially equal to the 
inlet pressure based on the pressure 
drop calculation given in Appendix A 
Gas temperature in orifice of sparger 
tip is assumed to be at the 
temperature of lower heating element 
temperature which based on the study 
of Williams (1999a) was about 600°C 
Assumed diameter and number of 
holes in the sparger tip 
Cross-sectional area of a single orifice 
in the sparger tip 
Velocity of gas leaving the onffce 
Qo =Qact(to>Po) 
k liter Q0 = 64 213-
min 
Actual flow rate leaving all sparger tip 
orifices 
The molten salt will be much cooler than the probe The exact temperature of the pool is a bit 
uncertain because the salt is reduced, but it can be assumed to be no more than 500CC 
tsa]t =773 15K Psalt =Pgjn 
*salt =[260- 27 K l ( t s a h - 2 7 3 15K)] dyne 
cm 
Molten salt temperature and pressure 
at sparger tip 
Salt surface tension from Thoma 
(1971), p 114 
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N W e = 0.462 
Weber number must be below 1-3 for 
the sparger to be ejecting the gas a 
individual bubbles instead of a gas jet 
per Perry's (1998) 
Re0:=Re(t0 ,p0 ,d0) 
Drank -= 49-in 
Re0 = 846.785 Reynolds number of orifice in sparger 
tip at a Qstd gas feed rate 




A tank = 1.217m 




pL := [2.575- 5.13-10" 4 K~ ]{tszh - t r e f)} gm 
cm 
lb 
pi = 144.739— 
3 
tr 




0 44 ( 3 
m 






k g / 
°salr 
^ . 
Cross sectional area of tank 
Gas superficial velocity in fully melted 
tank of salt at Qstd gas flow rate 
Gas density in salt at probe tip 
Reilly et. al. (1994) estimation of gas 
hold-up at a 30 slpm feed rate to the 
+ .009 column (within 30% accurate). All 
units must be in SI for this to work (the 
SI default for MathCad and should not 
be changed without great care.) 
e^Qo) = 0.076 Volume of the liquid + gas in the tank 
will expand 7.6% at a 30 slpm feed rate 
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Fig 2 Gas hold-up versus gas flowrate 
5 10 0 001 
Gas flow rate, m3/s 
0 0015 
In Figure 2, the gas hold-up using Reilly's equation is independent of sparger design but is 
widely accepted correlation and will generally be correct within about 30% 
db 
(6 d0 gsait) 
LS(PL-Pg_salt) 
db = 0 212m 
Classic bubble diameter assuming 
single bubble, homogenous bubble 
stream regime 




\xL= 14 918 poise 
100 
Salt viscosity from Thoma (1971), 
p 114 
A bubble size estimate that covers the range of operations during MSRE operations is the 
theoretical equation developed by Gaddis and Vogelpohl (1985) This equation was developed 
for single orifices but applies well to multiple orifices and fluids other than water and air The 
model is accurate up to transition to the jetting regime and for liquids ith very low up to very 
high viscosities A plot of bubble size versus gas flow rate is given in Figure 3 
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Bubble Size from Gas Distnbutor 




5 10 ^ 0 001 0 0015 
Gas flow rate, rn3/s 
One 0 493" orifice 
Six 3/16" orifices 
From Figure 2, the bubble diameter appears is independent of the orifice diameter at a constant 
gas flow rate except at very low gas flow rates However, since there are to be six orifices 
instead of one orifice, the average bubble size will be much reduced and mass transfer 
enhanced For a 30 slpm gas flow, the bubble sizes will be as follows 
db(Qo,0 493m) = 1013m 
H 
Qo 
>d0 = 0 5in 
V nho!es J 
Bubble size for single orifice of 0 493" 
diameter at a probe feed rate of C^ 
Bubble size produced by 3/16" orifice at a 
probe gas feed rate of C^ 
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Therefore, six smaller orifices with a smaller cross section that a single orifice will produce 
bubbles less than half the diameter compared to the large single orifice Given the H/D during 
hydrofluormation is less than one, this difference will mean improved mass transfer for the 
mass transfer limited process during hydrofluormation Based on the drop in the surface to 
volume when smaller bubbles are generated, the mass transfer should be significantly better 
than the original single orifice design, especially when probe tip submergence is low 
Given the very low gas superficial velocity in the tank, the bubble stream should be 
homogeneous or transitional The bubble size estimated with Gaddts-Vopelberg equation is 
about 5x that predicted by the single bubble, homogeneous flow model Generally, according 
to Kumar et al (1976), when the void fraction is below about 10%, the gas is dispersed and 
moves freely as discrete bubbles in the liquid continuous phase At higher gas rates, larger 
bubble form in addition to a base population of small bubbles It is possible to calculate the 
transition void fraction from small bubble to this heterogeneous bubble stream for systems 
other than air-water using the method outlined by Letzel et al (1999) 
B =3 85 










Empirical formula for the 
transitional void fraction predicted 
by Reilly where B is an 
approximation based primarily on 
air-water data 
btians = 0 032 
Knowing the transitional void fraction, the transitional superficial gas velocity in the molten salt 
tanks can be calculated and compared to the calculated superficial gas velocity at a maximum 
30 slpm gas feed rate during hydrofluormation The single bubble rise velocity from Reilly et 
al (1986) may be calculated using SI units and then the transition velocity to heterogeneous 
flow may be estimated 
/ 
vsmall = 










k g / 
t^rans ~ vbmall £ trans 1^ - Strans) 
Utrans = 0 926-
%Transition 
Transition velocity to 
heterogeneous bubble flow by 
Krishna and Ellenberger cited in 




%Transmon = 0 08 
nnnfKQ? 
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It appears that the hydrofluonnation will proceed in transition zone from single bubble, 
homogenous to a heterogeneous bubble stream Since mass transfer rates are proportional to 
the gas hold-up fraction, the transition velocity represents one optimum operating point That 
is, up to the transition velocity the ratio of superficial gas velocity to gas hold up fraction is 
essential constant An increase in gas flow rate will yield a directly proportional increase in 
gas hold up and, therefore, increase mass transfer rate up to the transitional velocity All this 
really means is that if Reilly et al (1986) equation can be trusted, mass transfer will improve 
as the gas flow rate is increased up to and beyond the planned 30 slpm Given the estimated 
transitional superficial gas velocity and assuming a 50% error in this estimation for 
conservatism, the optimum gas flow rate for maximum mass transfer should probably be 
Qoptimum 
Qoptimum 
This estimate is mainly a theoretical curiosity since it is not possible to operate at this flow 
rate However, this flow rate would not create unacceptable entrainment Never the less, 
these calculations show that the nominal feed rates will result in hydrofluonnation at very 
acceptable and well understood conditions with respect to bubble reactor design The 
calculation also shows there is a benefit from using a multiple orifice sparger tip design for 
maximum mass transfer compared to a single orifice design 
Temperature of Improved Sparger Tip 
According to Williams (1999a), melt does not proceed rapidly below the sparger tip Liquid 
circulation is typically not good below sparger tips because the liquid circulation cell is above 
the tip However, when the tank heaters are turned on at the end of the run circulation should 
be improved 
The effectiveness of the sparger tip to melt salt may somewhat a function of the tip 
temperature It has been pointed out that adding more metal to the tip of the sparger will 
insulate it and slow penetration into the salt However, because the sparger tip must also 
allow gas to pass, it will not normally be inserted hard into the solid salt which may interrupt 
gas flow and create a back pressure spike It would be desirable to put the heat as close to 
the solid liquid interface to promote melting The original sparger tip has an open end and 
would be easily plugged if inserted into the salt whereas the new probe passes gas through the 
probe sides and would be less like to plug when it strikes the solid-liquid interface However, 
adding a V* of steel to the tip of the probe will insulate the tip and it is the purpose of this 
calculation to determine if this is at all significant 
The maximum amount of heat the probe tip must transfer occurs at a full power of 1800 watts 
in the tip Conservative, heat losses due to cool feed gases entering the tip and due to axial 
conduction up the probe will be neglected Visualize now that the heat must be dissipated to 
the liquid through the exterior surface of the 6" tip heated section plus the tip area For 
simplicity, the area for heat loss is calculated assuming the tip is a cylindrical with a flat end 
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D t i p ,= 2.3£in 
told = °-5 'm tn e w:=l- in 
TipOD 
Thickness of tip 
hold .= 6.5 m hnew '= 7-m Heights of old and new tips 
including a 6" heated section and a 
1" tall tip. 
AD_old •= ~ \ D t i p " ~ dtubeuf, 
_H 2 
Ab_new •- *tJtip 
Area of bottom of sparger tip 
Area of bottom of new tip 
Ao!cj := 7i:'DtIp hold + Ab_0)d Aold * 53 lin 
^new ~ TC'Dfip'hnew + A ^ n e w - nn o]e s- J-d0 * 1 , 2 
Outside area of the old and new 
sparger tip and first 6" heated 
section of the probe 
Anew = 56 879in 
^Hastelloy •= 19' 
W 
m-K 
Thermal conductivity of Hastelloy-N 
tip taken from manufacturer's data 
at 650°C 
q-=1800W Maximum heat output of the bottom 
heating element of the probe 
Assume the heat loss per unit surface area, or heat flux, is identical for the entire tip surface, 
then the temperature drop from the top to the bottom of the sparger tip may be calculate 
knowing the thickness of the tip, the thermal conductivity of the tip, and the cross sectional 
area for heat flow. 
7i ( 2 2\ 2 
Axold *= 7 VDtip " dtubeid J Axold = 4 295m Cross-sectional area of old sparger tip metal 
The cross-sectional area of metal in the new tip is reduced by the cross-sectional area of the six 
holes in the sparger tip 
Axn 
7t f 2 2^ 
w - ~ \ D t i p ~ dtubeid / ~ n dtubeid
2) - holes-do-— ^ ^ Cross-sectional area of new sparger 
2 tip metal 
AXnew = 3.228m 
B000594 
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^ o l d j i p ^ 3 5 - 1 2 ^ 
Estimated temperature drop from top 




f 2 N 
*Dtip 
\^  Anew J *
lnew 
^Hastell oy'Axnew 
A T n e w J i p = 91.125K 
Estimated temperature drop from top 
to bottom of the old tip 
Therefore, the temperature of the bottom of the new sparger will be about 56°C cooler than 
the old tip when the probe temperature is at its maximum and at maximum heat input. 
During initial probe penetration the power will be much less than the 1,800 watts assume so 
the temperature difference between the bottom of both probes will be far less as well. While 
the new tip design is slightly cooler it is still much hotter than the melting point of the salt. If 
desired, increasing the initial temperature from 650°C to 700°C will make the new sparger tip 
temperature match the original sparger tip which was tested by Williams (1999a). 
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Appendix A Estimated Process Gas Pressure Drop Inside the Sparger Tube 
The pressure drop in the central tube of the sparger in the sparger tip may be estimated using 
the method outlined in Crane's Handbook (1980) for compressible gases The pressure drop is 
very low because the flow regime is laminar flow through the tube and sparger tip Since the 
gas is almost 90% helium, the properties of helium will be used for pressure drop calculations 
The heat capacity ratio for a monatomic gas, like helium, is 5/3 or about 1 7 The flow rate 
as a function of pressure drop is taken from page 3-4 of Crane Co (1980) and then solved for 
pressure drop, AP 
q = Q> 
Y(d tube1000)2 I0QQQ0 
*MOSS 
81 2 2 ^Ioss 
solve,Ap -» W Sa -7 r-
\,PinQ) Y dtube J 
The equation above differs from that given in Crane which was not purely an SI formula To 
make it an SI formula, the units of AP had to be changed from bars to Pascal and the tube 
diameter from millimeters to meters 
A simple analysis is adequate to show the pressure drop is negligible 




Sg = 0 202 
Ltube = 360m 
Mother = * 5 
ft = 029 
K90 = 30ft K90 = 0 87 
-loss - *t Kl, 
KIoss = 25 286 
Y =1 
+ 3 K90 + Kother 
dtubeidy 
Molecular weight of air 
Density ratio of gas mixture over air 
Length of 3/8" Sch 40 central tube in sparger 
probe 
factor f ° r entrance and exit losses and 1 180° 
bend form Crane Co (1980) 
Turbulent friction factor for 3/8" pipe 
extrapolated from chart on page A-26 of Crane 
(1980) 
Kfactor for a short radius 90° elbow 
Total K j g ^ for inner pipe of probe 
Trial and error for net expansion factor from 
Net Expansion Factor chart on page A-22 of 
Crane (1980) Since it has a value of unit, the 
specific heat ratio is not relevant in this 
calculation so the earlier assumption of 
helium s specific heat ratio is irrelevant 
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C 0 ' - 0 0002864-m 
kg 
Constant in formula from Crane Co (1980) 
with units inferred to produce pressure as the 
final result 
Qact^g m>Pg_m)




9 9 d 
p( tg^in»P&jn)-Q) * 'd tubeid 
Ap = 0 122torr 
Therefore, as assumed, pressure drop of the gas in the inner tube of the sparge probe may be 
neglected at the maximum planned feed rate of 30 slpm. For that matter, the pressure drop 
will be negligible throughout system as long as the cross-sectional flow area is not too different 
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3 4.1 Probe 
a. Heaters reach 800°C 
b. Outside surface of the probe is within 150° of the heater 
element. 
c. Annular space of the probe, maintain a leak rate of less than 1 
x 10~5 std cm3/s at 50-psig differential pressure 
d. O-Ring seal assembly to the probe of less then 1 x 10"3 std 
cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure. 
3.4.2 Enclosure 
a. SCS to the Enclosure double seal with a maximum leak rate of 
1 x10"5std cm°/s at 1 atm differentia! pressure. 
b. SCS to the Maintenance shield a maximum leak rate of 
1 x 10~2 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure. 
c. The Enclosure itself must maintain a leak rate of not greater 
than 0.05 volume % air/h for 12 hours at a pressure differential 
of-1 in. of water, by gage. 
e. Electrical feed throughs provide a seal with a leak rate of not 
greater than 1 x 10~3 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential pressure. 
d. The off gas line and the 3" ball valve will be heat traced to 
maintain a temperature of not less than 150°F. 
e. Double flange seal on both flanges of the 3" ball valve with a 
Leak rate of less than 1 x 10"5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential 
pressure. 
f. Double o-ring seal at the top of the 3" ball valve with a leak 
test port. The o-rings will be designed to operate at 175UF and 
be capable of withstanding short temperature excursions up to 
482°F. 
3.4.3 Cask 
a. Cask to Enclosure leak rate of not greater than 0.05 volume % 
air/h for 12 hours at a pressure differential of-1 in. of water, by 
gage. 
b. Cask with the closure plate on the end flange shall have a leak 
rate not greater thanl x 10"5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differentia! 
pressure. 
c. A load cell that measures the tension in the hoist cable. 
d. An encoder that measures the vertical position of the probe. 
e. An up-travel switch with a redundant back up switch. 
3 4.4 SCS 
a. Double seal Helicoflex seal at both ends that will have a leak 
rate not greater thanl x 10~5 std cm3/s at 1 atm differential 
pressure. 
EXHIBIT "L" 
Brent Johnson, 7558 
Bryan K. Benard, 9023 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
60 E. South Temple, Suite 2000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1031 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
E & M SALES WEST INC., dba ; 
HEATSOURCE, a corporation, ] 
Plaintiffs, ) 
vs. ] 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a ; 
Delaware limited liability company, ' 
Defendant. ] 
) AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN RICHARD 
) DEARHOLTIN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION TO DISMISS 
> COMPLAINT 
) Case No.: 020901874 
) Judge: Roger A. Livingston 
John Richard Dearholt, having been first duly sworn upon his oath, 
deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am employed by defendant Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC ("BJC") in 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, as the Deputy Manager of Projects, ORNL Project, and have 
been at all times material to this dispute. I am over 18 years of age and have personal 
knowledge of the facts set forth in this affidavit. If called as a witness in this matter, I 
could and would competently testify to the facts herein. 
1 
2. BJC is a Delaware limited liability company with its principal place of 
business in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. BJC is a separate corporate entity from any other 
Bechtel related or affiliated entities. 
3. Diversified Metal Products, Inc. ("DMP"), a company located in Idaho 
Falls, Idaho, was awarded a contract to work on the environmental cleanup project BJC 
was conducting for the Department of Energy in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. I believe that 
DMP subcontracted to one of its subsidiaries, Plaintiff, E & M Sales West Inc. dba 
Heatsource ("Plaintiff), a portion of the design work (design and fabrication of the 
probe heater) to assist on DMP's obligations to BJC on the Oak Ridge project. 
4. I traveled to Idaho to meet with DMP representatives to discuss the 
progress of the probe system to be used for the Oak Ridge project. DMP was behind on 
its obligations and had had setbacks and failures in preparing the probe system. While 
some of DMP's subcontractors may have attended meetings in Idaho that I attended, I 
did not know them by name. I never met directly with any representatives of Plaintiff, 
as the presence of subcontractors at the Idaho meetings was ancillary to my discussions 
with DMP regarding the progress of the probe system. 
5. I did not enter into a contract, on behalf of BJC, with any subcontractors, 
including Plaintiff. In fact, I lack the authority to create such a contract or to modify 
the DMP project contract. I also lack the authority to direct a subcontractor to change 
or modify the underlying contract or work. 
6. At no time did I direct Plaintiff to design, develop, test or deliver new 
heater units. Instead, I instructed DMP to get the project back on track and to fulfill its 
obligations under its contract with BJC. Whatever direction was given to Plaintiff came 
from DMP, not BJC. 
2 
7. I never traveled to Utah to meet with Plaintiff or direct any work that 
Plaintiff was doing at the request of DMP. I did not travel to Idaho to meet with 
Plaintiff or any Utah company representatives, but to meet with BJC's contractual 
counterpart, DMP. 
8. Terry Johnson is not employed by BJC. Instead, he is employed by 
BWXT Idaho. Mr. Johnson also lacked the authority to enter into a contract with 
Plaintiff or change the underlying work required of DMP on the underlying contract. 
9. I believe that Plaintiff knew that it did not have a direct contractual 
relationship with BJC. Specifically, all invoices for work performed by Plaintiff that 
BJC received came to BJC from DMP, not Plaintiff. In addition, Plaintiff requested an 
equitable adjustment to the project, but processed that request through DMP, which 
then made the request from BJC. 
Dated: June X_, 2 0 0 2 
John Richard Dearholt 
J-\£T\AA KicJA^r 
STATE OF TENNESSEE ) 
^ \ ( s s : 
COUNTY OF ^ o A r y ^ ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _[ day of Q>u, i/ue> , 2002. 




Brenl Johnson (#7558) 
Bryan K. Benard (#9023) 
Jennifer L. Lange (#8470) 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
60 E. South Temple, Suite 2000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1031 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
E & M SALES WEST INC., dba 
HEATSOURCE, a corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability compan)', 
Defendant. 
BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC., 
an Idaho corporation, and DIVERSIFIED 
CONTROL SYSTEMS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Third-Party Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN RICHARD 
DEARHOLT IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Civil Action No. 020901874 
Judge: Robert K. Hilder 
AND RELATED CROSS-ACTIONS 
John Richard Dearholt, having been first duly sowrn upon his oath, deposes and states, 
under penalty of perjury, as follows: 
1. I am currently employed by Washington Group International and am a service 
project manager. At the relevant time of this lawsuit, I was employed by defendant Bechtel 
Jacobs Company LLC ("BJC") in Oak Ridge, Tennessee as the Deputy Manager of Projects, 
ORNL Project. I am over 18 years of age and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in 
this affidavit. If called as a witness in this matter, I could and would competently testify to the 
facts herein. 
2. I traveled to Idaho to meet with Diversified Metal Products, Inc. ("DMP") 
representatives on June 27, 2001, to discuss the progress of the probe system to be used for the 
Oak Ridge project. The June 27, 2001 meeting, however, was simply a status meeting on the 
progress DMP and its subcontractors (apparently DCS and Heatsource) were making on 
producing the heater probe system related to the contact between BJC and DMP. DMP was 
behind on its obligations and had had setbacks and failures in preparing the probe system. I have 
never met directly with any representatives of Heatsource as the presence of subcontractors at the 
meeting was ancillary to my discussions with DMP regarding the progress of the probe system. 
3. I made clear at the meeting that this work related to a fixed-price contract, that the 
Specification and heat requirement had not changed, and unless anyone present could show a 
substantial change to the Specification, BJC expected that DMP and its subcontractors would 
produce the required heater probe system as contracted for between DMP and BJC. 
4. In essence, I explained to those present that BJC did not really care what process 
or technology was used, it just needed DMP and its subcontractors to produce the heater probe 
2 
system to specification which BJC had contracted with DMP to produce. At no time did I direct 
Heatsonrce to design, develop, test or deliver new heater units. Instead, I instructed DMP to get 
the project back on track and to fulfill its obligations under its contract with BJC. Whatever 
direction was given to Heatsource came from DMP, not BJC. 
5. At the meeting, I told Andrew Nelson, the representative of Heatsource, that BJC 
did not have a contract with Heatsource, but that Heatsource's deal was with DMP or DCS, and 
if Heatsource wanted a new contract, it would have to look to DMP or DCS. 
6. I stated to those present that this "was not going to become a research and 
development project." 
7. I stated words to the effect that BJC was not going to back the money truck up to 
make DMP or its subcontractors rich. 
8.. BJC did not go to the June 27, 2001 meeting in order to enter into a new contract 
since it already had an existing contract for the work being completed and the heater probe 
system being produced. Indeed, at the June 27,2001 meeting, BJC had no intent to enter into a 
new contract or modify the existing contract between BJC and DMP. 
9. I did not enter into a contract, on behalf of BJC, with any subcontractors, 
including Plaintiff. In fact, I lacked the authority to create such a contract or to modify the DMP 
project contract. I also lack authority to direct a subcontractor to change or modify the 
underlying contract work. 
10. I, on behalf of BJC, did not come to a meeting of the minds with Heatsource and 
did not agree to any contractual terms related to the heater probe system, or to different terms 
from the DMP contract related to price, costs of labor, costs of materials, quantity, who was to 
3 
direct the work, how the work was to be performed, where the work would be performed, or how 
Heatsource would be paid. 
11. I believe that Heatsource knew that it did not have a direct contractual 
relationship with BJC, Specifically, all invoices for work performed by Heatsource that BJC 
received came to BJC from DMP, not Heatsource. In addition, Heatsource requested an 
equitable adjustment lo the project, but processed that request through DMP, which then made 
the request from BJC. 
Dated: October 2*£ 2006. 
John Richard Dearholt 
STATE OF WASHINGTON 
COUNTY OF A 
) ss: 
1 
Subscribed and sworn before me this 
mf m m iii m • m m + 
Notary Pub8c 
Stole of Washington 
REANNAFAE HAftSHMAN 
My Appointment Expires Oct 13, 2009 I 
# I»I m u» m im' m i p » ' m m m 
day of October, 2006 
ry Puolic 
3621251 1 DOC 
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EXHIBIT "M" 
1 A. That is based on that we were told 
2 we'd be paid, we didn't get paid. And in 
3 addition, we've been told that the people that 
4 told us to do the work and said we'd be paid, 
5 didn't even have authorization to approve the 
6 work. 
7 Q. When were you told that? 
8 A. When was I told --
9 Q. They didn't have authorization? 
10 A. They didn't have that authorization, 
11 I was told that by you today I think. 
12 Q. At the time of June 27th, what do you 
13 base this allegation that Bechtel Jacobs 
14 intended to cheat you or had no intention of 
15 making a payment? 
16 A. Because they didn't -- they didn't 
17 P&y us for work performed. We provided them 
18 with the product. 
19 j Q. Didn't you testify earlier that you 
20 thought Rick Dearholdt had the intention of 
21 paying you at the time he made those statements 
22 to you? 
23 I A. I thought he had the intention, 
24 I absolutely, absolutely. I was -- he either --



























and deceived us -- or I mean they received the 
product. 
Q. Didn't you state earlier that you 
thought Rick Dearholdt had the intention of 
having you get paid? 
A. Sure. I thought he was -- I thought 
he was capable -- I thought he was capable of 
everything he said he would do. 
Q. So other than not getting paid at the 
end, what support do you have for the allegation 
that Bechtel Jacobs intended to cheat you or 
intended not to ever pay you? 
MR. GARRETT: That calls for a legal 
conclusion, of course, based on this idea that 
he didn't have authority. And you're now 
relying on that as a defense. 
MR. BENARD: I guess that's an 
objection. You can go ahead and respond unless 
he tells you not to. 
THE WITNESS: He said he'd pay us. 
We didn't get paid. 
Q. (By Mr. Benard) I said other than 
not being paid? 
A. Yeah, other than not being paid --
well, not being paid was --
255 
